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PREFACE.

SOME two years since, having been commis-

sioned ly the chief of the Bureau of Statistics of

Labor of this Commonwealth, to make certain

inquiries as to the conditions of "homes and

employments of working-people whereby their

health might be unfavorably affected, I had my
attention called, while- visiting a factory near my
home, to the marvellous rapidity of the digital

manipulations required by the processes of a

light manufacture conducted by girls. A reflec-

tion upon the possible physiological tendencies

of such extreme celerity opened a wide door of

inquisitive thought; and the interest thus awak-

ened, heightened by the immediately subsequent

appearance of Prof. Edward II. Clarke's " Sex

in Education,
" which contained much bearing

diivctly upon the .subject, stimulated a wider study

of the true ivlati' OBtalllfl to industry.
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able effort involved in such

further inquiry uas undertaken, with many inis-

:'or the liureau referred to : and :

ha\e appeared in part in its annual report for the

current year. The earnest interest and en

agement of llm. Carroll I). Wriirht. chief o

IJurcau. who from the iir^t has nianifestc'l a deep

concern in the Investigation of the subject,

the more than generous co-operation

.e. have prompted this attempt to place in a

form for more jreneral consideration the facts

thus obtained on this subject of daily-i:

importance. I have made free use of the \vi>dom

and experience of others throughout this little

monograph, believing that the testimony of

many strong ones is better than the assertion of

a single . which, however careful and

veraeioii-. taken alone. mi'_rht be deemed the

->ion of an enthusiast or specialist. I have

not hesitated with din r to call

tilings by their 1'iu'ht names, believing the <

i'llth to ''

Sllbji il of dilliculties, the most C:i

thinker cannot but perceive. In approaching

then. p both th<
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and future in view, woman's material and spirit-

ual \\orth. her I'lifoived p ami her true

intent. I shall be more than compensated for

whatever of time ami labor I ha\ c expended, if

my rusliliirht shall have discovered any path that,

shall lead into broader day. Of my inability to

deal with so broad a subject, except in the most

ephemeral way, and the many evidences of this

that this little volume contains, I am well aware.

I have made no attempt at assuming Saul's

annor. and shall be amply compensated if any

the. smooth stones from the brook," I have

thrown from a m>\ ice's sling, may have found a

vulnerable point in a giant wrong.

WAKEFIELD, April, 1875.
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" That all our knowledge begins with experience, there can be
no doubt."

K A NT.

"The end of the state ia not merely to livr. but to live nobly."
. I.. _'.

;* only by labor 11: in !' m:id- limliliy, ai,
'

i !..: ni.-td.j h:ippy ;
and the two cannot be

separated with impunity."

"Women will find tlu'ir pl.n-e: and it will neither be tbut in

whi'-h th-y :,-<r tlint to wliirh KOHK-

pbre.
v

l;i\v will not lc repealed; and no change
,;isty will I.eclTcc;

HUXLEY.



SEX IN INDUSTRY.

PART I.

INTRODUCTORY.

"For this the worth of woman shows on every peoj.l.-d

shore:

as 111:111 in \\i-.loin UM.>\\ s, lie honors her the more."

ELLIOTT.

MAN. except in the savage state, is a work-

ing animal. Even the pre-historie individ-

ual ereeted unwittingly the monuments of

his industry, and fidelity to t

Woman has been, in all time, man's com-

panion and helper ;
his relation to intelligence

drtrnniniiiL;- always the decree of hardship

in her toil. Degraded with the sava-e.

lightened in her burdens and raised to higher

dignities witli each step of man's advance,

!' i^lliott express an apothegm.
9
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Always a collaborator, but assuming new

importance as the nature of her true value

unfold* (1, woman's promotion with each

added civilization b D toward equal,

and in som< Is even special partner-

ship in the work of life. Dowered by God

with equality of mental scope with man,

unlimited like him in her possibilities of

attainment, the sole imperative difference in

woman, which insists on full and perpetual

recognition, is her peculiar sexual principle,

her physiological dissimilarity, at once

her title to complemental rights, her gl

and her opportunity.

But woman, elevated by the advances of

civilization, could not escape participation in

its incident evils. These h tiled the

very citadel of her strength. In.

wants have exacted from her an exhau

tribute ;
and delusions as wild as those of

" The crazy Queen of Lebanon "

hav. IKT to build from the pure (

of h> :d privileges an altar to
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false g>ds. Seeking for her sex distinctive.

honors, she has jroj,OM d to give up for them

that which alono could insure Iheir j.os-

ion. Extremes meet. The demand

Ill-Id woman in an U

servitude. The abnonnitiefl < f our civili/a-

tii.n are demanding anew of woman a kind

and decree of lahor similarly militant against

Whether it comes from barbarity, or has

>rigin in false ambitions or disarranged

economy, the result is the same against

woman, and her highest work in the world,

the perpetuation and ennobling of her

The errors of ambition, the ignoring of

sexual endowments in the search for attain-

ments and distinction, lie chiefly within the

realm of mental effort, the work of educa-

tion. The undue burdens imposed upon the

sex by the disarrangement of economic forces

in society deal mostly with bodily employ,

the domain of industry. Both, however, call

with varying degrees upon the same organs ;
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])otli preying e<pe,-i;dly up >n the sexual prin-

d roults.*

The physiological char; >d re-

quirement of tin- forming female have

SO adequately >tated l.y recent writers f in

reference to mental hygiene, and an- now so

generally familiar, that it is not nece>

that they should In- d here.

An inimical iniluence upon hrain or lo\vi r

:i. that has its origin in (-(Incation, is

equally inimical if it occur identically in

industry. That such identity docs occur,

and that industry : in addition its

own peculiar phases of sexual unfriendli

it will lie my effort to show.

"W, .111:111. in Tin- with

a set <>f "i'u':ui-< pTiiliar i> ln-rs-lf. \vli-^c roinplr-Jt \ -. del-

icacy, sympathies ;ml force are ainon^ the mar\

i). [f properiy nurtured and can-ii f.r, tli-;-

rMiur ili and po\vcr to lu-r : if nr-l.M-tr.l and mis-

Jnaiia--d. th.-y : pofl their :

ness and disease, as w< -11 <>f the mind as of th<

II. CI.\I:K!

t Kduard II. rtark-. M.D.. Sex i n Ivlnrat i-.,, : T. A.

lit. I'riii.-i|,]e^ ,,f Men-al I!

. in Mind
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"

Prof. Clarke \\\\\< . lion of

tin- ni'-nstrual function, tin- Calient point of

tli.- sexual B] item, t<> the health of l><>th stu-

dent and operative: "The principal organ>

limination, common to lu.i: . are

the bowels, kidnevs. luii--.^ and skin. A
iic^lcci of their functions is puni>hc<l in each

I'o woman is iiilrii-h-d the i-xrliiMYf

inana^fiiirnt of another process of cliniina-

tin, vi/., the eatamenial function. This,

usin-' tlit- Mood for its channel of oix-ratinu,

]>crforius, like tin' lilonl. double duty. It is

necessary to ovulation, and to the integrity

of every part of the reproductive apparatus;

it also serves as a means of elimination for

the Mood itself. A careless management of

this function, at any period of life during

its existence, is apt to l>e followed by con-

18 that may lie serious ; hut a neglect

of it during the epoch of development, that

is. from the age of fourteen to eighteen or

twenty, not only produces great evil at the

time of neglect, luit leaves a large legacy of

evil to the future. The system is then

2
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peculiarly susceptible ;
and disturbances of

delicate mechanism we are considering,

induced during the catamenial weeks of that

age by constrained positions, mi;

(Tort, brain work, and all forms of i

tal and physical excitement, germinate a

host of ills. Sometimes these causes, which

more or less the methods of instruc-

tion in our public and private schools, wliieh

our social customs ignore, and to which

rativefl of all sorts pay littl pro-

duce an excessive performance of the <

menial function; and this is equivalent ;

periodical hemorrhage. Sometimes they pro-

duce an insufficient performance of it; and

this, by closing an avenue of elimination.

us the blood, and depraves the organ 5-

>:i. The host of ills thus induced are

known to physicians and to the snfl

:iorrhe;i, nienorrhagia. <ly-nienorrhea. hys-

nd the like. Some

oft! :.n thnnselves on their victim

for a lifetime, and so; off.

Now and then they lead to an abortion
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of the function, and consequent steril-

ity."*

While pointing out the connnonali! y

t of "constrain. .1 positions, inn ciilar

effort, brain-work, and all fnrip.s of menial

or ]>hy>ieal exeiirinent," upon students and

operatives in the direction indicated, the same

author urges two reasons why female oj

of all sorts are likely to suffer less from

i-teiit work than female students. The

is, that " the female operative of what-

ever sort has, as a rule, passed through the

first iri;ieal epoch of woman's life : she has

got fairly l>y it." The second is, "because

the operative works her brain less." Though
I believe statistics! will warrant the expres-

sion that this first conclusion is too inclusive,

* Sex in Khu ati.'ii. p. 17.

t The rnitcd-St ates census of 1370 gives the total num-

ber of fnnale^ employed in industry lift \veeii tin- a-_re>; of

ten and Jiftcen as 191,100 ;
total uumhor (of tin-

manufnrturini: and inerhaiiiral industries, i'",,!;*;-!, or ahout

I:
1

,. 1 pen ent of tin- \\ln.l.- ; total irunl-er fMiiale-: -ill

employed in all industries, l,s:^;,-jss : showing that 10.4

eut i.e. 191,000 of the wholo uunilier is under

of. fifteen.
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the second reason may l.c debated on

.nds. It is no doubt true that the aggre-

uf simple cerebration on the part of ihe

pel-alive is less than tin- aggregate

performed by the f.-male student. lint in

the intricacy of much modern machinery, the

intrinsic mental demands of many processes

of employ, and the special mental peculiari-

>f others, ii is obvious that no inconsid-

le auiount of hrain exaction is involved.

ii : there are conditions con \vith

the acts of cerebration in the operative that

in and of themselves are potent for evil :

the monotony, depression, bodily fatigue, and

"constrained position," fc\v of which find

their counterparts in ordinary student toil.

The statistics adduced clearly give a \ ery

per eeiii as certainly yet under the

: which the menstrual function

8 employed in the indus-

of the nation. To this should be added

the inddiniie. but BUTely c(.n>idcrable num-

ber BO employed.- who, thou-h over iifi

! rmed in the
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n of tin- "periodic" lial>if. The

jitiuii t<> ;t rule is certainly a broad

1 oil at leuM lit C r, lit of

all tlu- cases involved.

'I'll enumerated in regard to the

ln-ain-lal>or of opcrat i\vs (of which substan-

tial illustration will !>. Driven) would indi

if j.rovt'ii, that, if the labor is absolutely Ic.-^s

in the aggregate with the \vorkin^-^irl than

with the scholar, its amount is indeed ^re;it,

and, moreover, is performed under conditions

themselves most unfavorable. To these Ma-

tisties and facts may l>e added certain other

of kindr-d >i^nilicance, bearing upon

the main jji-ojiosiiioii, that the operative suf-

fers less in the vital direction from her cm-

ploy than the student ^irl from hers. Dr.

IM ar<l, speaking of longevity,* adduces the

following reasons for the greater age of brain

than muscle workers: " Brain-workers have

le>s ml more comfort and happiness,

than muscle-workers. Bra in-workers live

* <; ltd, M.D.: I'uMi.- H<-;iltli. p r,7.

2*
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under 1) itary conditions than muscle-

kers. lira in-workers can .adapt their

r to their moods and hours, and periods

of greatest capacity for labor, better than

muscle-workers." The death-rate tables* of

three hundred inhabitants of Preston, Eng.,

one hundred being taken from each of the

throe classes, the gentry, tradesmen, and

operatives, give surprising results against

the operative class, both as to longevity and

youthful deaths.

o and similar observations seem to

stimulate at least a doubt whether the dan-

gers to forming woman, conversely of the

_:-oing proposition, do not equally re-

in industry and education. That some of

the avenues of industry embrace processes

potent in their airgi
1

'-

of IVmale health, with even those of

advanei' . has been frequently de

it, over and beyond the lines of simi-

* Sc. MO, D. A. C!..rt..n, M.P., p. 11(5.
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larify in the effects f 'he influences of the

worker and the student, tin : lear

points of distinction between the ivlaiinn

holds to education, and that which il,

sustains to industry.

Tin; most advanced apostle of a differen-

tial education for the sexes demands only, for

. a modification in method and time; not

a substitution of ultimate ends, or rejection

of contemplated attainments.

On the contrary, the guardian of the

youthful female in her industrial pursuits

seeks not only to ameliorate her condition in

some, but would bar her altogether from

participation in many.

In education, "the question," as Prof.

Clarke admirably puts it, "is not, /S'/f///

;an learn the alphabet? but, How shall

she learn it?" In industry, the questions

in view of preci.M-ly the same
physiological

. are, first. What shall she do, and what

not: do? and, second, llo\v shall she least

harmfully do that which she may under-

take?
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purely economic and material

interests a:c concerned, it also appears, that

if. ly the indiscretions of educational nictli-

'iing female sacrifices life or

licahli. the loss, though great, is but tha

far as tin- state is concerned, of an unpro-

ductive unit, and its capacities for incr<

If, however, the \vork iii^-^irl is destroyed by

her labors, the commonwealth loses both

hersilf as a present integer in the mainten-

ty, and her crea

and powers for the future of the race. The

student was as yet, in the strict sense, a

bunlm upon the community: the worker

Mas a productive and helpful member of it.

The one may have given promise of a life of

usefulness: the other had begun it. If an

mil current, on a purely economic b

1 be opened b. Society and 1 !

jirls. llie student would stand debited

with continual out^o, and with nothing to

her er.-dit in return : the worker's
i

would exhibit the COfll of maintenance and

to the point when her can
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-M, and then ili- oredil side \voidd 1

to bear li-ure-. lint homicidal and suicidal

characteristics in the VOCatioiM QJ nave

slmrt their careers, and dosed ihr ao-

coiiut. Tin 1 balanees l.rin^ >truck, it will

of cour>e lc found, that as an inve-tmei!

far as present material interests are OOB-

errne(l,the student lias leeii lea>t
\
m >i\[ aide :

that which was hive-ted is ^mie. lint

if future jiossiliilitics and expectations could

be computed, as longevity is l>y
" life-taK

then tlie expenditure mi-'ht stand in the

li^ht of a venture wlmsc every promise was

satisfactory, luit Avhieh some unforeseen mis-

fort une rendered a dead hiss. Of course it

Is of paramount importance for the commu-

nity t<> prevent a lo>>, which, if it occur

now, is total, but which, averted, by further

nditure and the alchemy of time is

transmuted into g-iiin. It is equally clear,

that to lose in ft an investment that has

me a source of revenue, is. so far as

pn M nt time and economic forces are con-

cerned, a graver loss than the abstraction of
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that whieh is still depletory. The value

of the one is present and real, that of the

oth>'r prospective and uncertain.

As our future must be built up out of our

;he animal must exist for the

iiK-ntal and spiritual to build upon, so far as

pinvly political and social considerations go,

the present loss of the worker is greater. It

i- only win.-n we rise to a plane of higher

contemplation of life, and view it as more

than a social system constituted and ruled

only for terrestrial duration, that we obtain

a 1 tetter conception of harmonious possibili-

ties and ends for both student and worker.

The power to originate and organize is

al \vays greater and more valuable than that

of simple execution of details ; prinei

being always higher than their adapta

cognition of principles, and th-

sinn of power, are evolved only from breadth

of knowledge. Hence there can be little

doubt, that were the student and w<

both in health, and enjoy the normal

progress of tie nil vocations, and
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ittially find their true place
*

in the

\\orl. r> work as perpetnators and mou 1

of it, tin; student, as a mother and trainer of

men, would be most valuable'. Carry for-

ward l he student and \\ 8 condition

P6 other standards than those of earth

dominant, and physical bunds arc left

l>rhind, and tin- intrinsic individuality of

cadi, being gauged by a supreme wisdom,

will find an exact recognition a finite mind

could not give.

But the dangers to female life and health

from the special ills incident to industrial

* ""We liuvr I'tTii studying woman, in her relation to

lijn-t <>f this paper (professions and skilled labor),

as asexual briii.^ ; and, if we cimtinue tin; study in the

iliivrtiun, we must arrive at the conclusion that

marriage is not an optional matter with her. On the con-

a prime necessity to her normal phy<i al and

intellectual life. There is an nnden-urrcnt of impulse

impelling every healthy woman to marry. That this j< :l

il heinx, \ve know liy the positive evidence

of meili-a! men and others. "We also know that the

marrird woman exerts a more marked influence upon
in general, than the celibate." ELY VAN-

HI: WAKKI.I:, M.I).: It, P.-pillar Science Monthly, February,
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pursuits, and tl t upon the public

weal, arc the present concern.
/

The results upon the community oi thel

of the young female operative have already

been shown. Bad as these are,* if the evils

of employ break down the health, rather than

<>y life, as is the rule. a heavier

burden is thereby entailed than results from

actual death. Years of total invalidisni in-

volve both the loss of the individual's
;

ductioii, with its incivax-, and the production

and its increase of those AV!IO care for the

abled. Proportionate derives of depend*

* "In Massachusetts during tin: srv-i,

1*71. 7-'.7i.'7 ilieil in their working period. In tin- full

of health and completeness of life, they would have

had opportunity of lahorin-^ for thriii-elves, their fanii-

;il the pnl.lic, in all 3,
if tin- to-

llirir lal>ors amounted on!

v their preniaturr deaths. This was :iu

inal loss of -J7'
1

.. J'M yearaof sen Lee and co-oper-

ution. Th t that in Mav-a<-hii-.-n-. I>M<; cf tho

this country and of the \vorld, :

AV ho died wit hi: rs li ad -out ri lulled 1o the public .

suppo: 11 half lU.li; per cent of \vh

i-.iii.liti'His of i !.!>.:

Polit. -<s. Board of Health.
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>

iiiiplv proportionate
Dr.

.Jams, ik Nor is the loss by early death all

that the commonwealth suffers in diminu-

tion of productive power in the period pn-

.sumahly devoted to profitable labor. 1.

while men and women live they are siibji-ct

. which lays a In on tin-h-

and effectiveness. ... It is esti-

mate. I l.y the Knglisli observations and calcu-

lations that for every death there are two

constantly sick; that is, 730 days' sick

and disability for every death." Reckoning

on the basis of calculation furnished by the

data of the Knglish
" Mck-dubs," it is found

that there was in the year 1870, among the

people of Ma>saehusctt> of the working pro-

ductive age, a total amount of twenty-four

thousand live hundred and fifty-four y

and eight months' sickness or disability,

equivalent to so much loss of labor to the

community. The bases on which the Eng-

lish results are made up do not include sick-

than a week's duration, or any

thing less than illness preventing labor:
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hence a large total of loss is annually expe-

rienced which the above estimates do not in-

clude. There are, moreover, certain f

of disease, notably occasioned too by the

injurious effects of mental or physical <l< -

mands upon the sexual peculiarities of young

women, which occasion a larger expense for

their care than other forms. These are the

various types of insanity. Says the author

just quoted,*
" Under the power of this

disease, the sufferers not only cease to be

workers, and to contribute to their own sup-

port, and that of their families and the state,

but are positive burdens for the cost of their

sustenance, and the care necessary for them

in their wayward impulsiveness, and uncer-

tainty of conduct. In the most favorable

condition, the cost of care and sustenance

of the insane is greater than that of the

sound in mind ; and, with most, the ex-

pense is very much greater." The cost of

efforts at the restoration of the insane is an

additional item, and a heavy one, beyond the

* Edward Jarvis, M.D., Op. cit. p. 382.
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COSt of sulMMeiice, ;tn<l pro;

the sum total of tin: possible burden in-

volved l.y the loss to ( i i nd list ry of

tin 1

working female. 'I 'h. ; i-; no lack of

erxdenoa going to estal>li>h th" special tend-

ency of and functional disturbance

to produce insanity, and of the predisposition

: tain lines of female work to cause these

(listiirhanei's. It is found that "laborers"

hold the second place in numbers among
the patients of the Massachusetts insane

asylums, and that a large preponderance of

these are females. Of these, it is believed

that fully five per cent have found the direct

: Cravat ing cause of their insanity* in

* "
Jt is certain, however, that disease of them (the gen-

erative organs) may act as a powerful co-operating cause

in the production of insanity, without giving rise, so far

as we know, to a special ^roiip of symptoms. Thus, for

example, melancholia distinguishable ]*y no feature from

melancholia otherwise caused may lie the effect of dis-

ease of the uterus. Sclir-'-der van der Kolk mentions the

case of a woman profoundly melancholic -who snllered

from pi ,uid in whom the melancholia di^ap-

i the liter: :rned to the proper ;.'

I have met with one case in which profound melancholia
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menstrual di-M.rder or uterine <

(not

including the effects of the last climacteric

in woman) ; and it is more than coi

tured that a larger familiarity with the phe-

nomena of insanity, and care in examination

of insane patients committed to treat n

would establish a considerably increased per

cent. As most of the female patients, who

find residence in the State institutions for

the insane, are those who have followed r.nly

industrial pursuits, their disorders, when ref-

erable to their avocations, have clearly origin-
'

in those of labor. The special tendency

to uterine disorders of certain employm
will be manifest in their consideration in

future pages.

There is still another item in the error

account against present customs of employ,

\\-hie.il, though not wholly related to physical

well-being, both by direct and reflex influ-

ence is powerfully operative upon sex, and

i fter the removal of a

"teri. Other diseases and displacements of the

i\- art in the same way." Jhi.vur MAUI>-

M.h. : Jj-vlyaii'lMiU'l, p.
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its part in tli \\vlfar. . It

has Ion-- l.een recognized, that, for :

the individual ami

should ho a sound developim-m of !'<cly ami

iniiul, ic. piiriii^ a pretty definite term i'.ir its

mpli>hment, as a platform on which to

ial function of BCX. A

failure to secure this muM in. \ iiahly miliiaic

against physical integrity, and to a ^

fleet the moral status of the sufferer.

A youthful moral distortion involves

inseparahle present enmity to right physical

and mental development. To this attaches

it injury of fabric; and, even if the

train of physical and social evils incident to

prostitution and a life of misery do not fol-

low, then- is sure to result a lessened viLror

and vitality. The influences that bring about

these Interchangeable moral and functional

I
KM-versions are notably abundant in the

present "omissions and commis>ions
"

of in-

dustrial employments. Says (Jaskell,*
" The

*
L*. (IASKI i.i.:Ti,r Manufacturing Population of i

land.

8
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ding tngi'ihi-r numbers of the young of

in factories is ;L prolific source

of moral delinquency. The stimulus of a

heated atmosphere, the contact of opp

sexes, the example of lasciviousness upon

the animal passions, all have conspired to

produce a very early development of sexual

appetencies. Indeed, in this respect, the

female population engaged in manufactures

approximates very closely to that found in

tropical climates ; puberty, or at least sex-

ual propensities, being attained almost coe-

val with girlhood. The early age at which

sexual development calls into play a crowd

of irrepressible sensations, which, when

properly tempered and directed, form the

basis of future character,' and the unfa\

blc circumstances under which this forced

lopment occurs, are in a great measure

ructive to the well-being, physical and

moral, of those who may well be called

it- victims." The disregard paid the

of life in the location and condition of

water-closets, etc.; the laxity with which
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clothing is worn, and p ire assumi-d,

in the pi< of manufacture; the

constant- association of bot in the

shoe-si i<>]>, the factory, and tin- store; the

tempiMature, excitement of emulation, etc.,

are all actively operative for evil in this

direction, in our industrial system. It is an

inflnt nre whose dangers to society's best

interests are co-extensive with its operation.

I have thus reviewed, in an imperfect but

ve way, the relations of the health

of the young female worker, as affected by
her vocations, to the welfare of the com-

monwealth. This review would seem to

indicate, that large numbers of her class are

of an age at which unfavorable conditions

mploy act with dire results against her

cial sexual attributes; that severe re-

quirements of brain-exercise, specially inimi-

cal to sexual function, are exacted by many

processes of industry in which the female

is engaged; that there are associate in-

line nces of brain-labor in industry of extreme

deleterious eil'eet, not occurring with the
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mental exercises of education
; that while

with sex in education the effort of the

reformer will be to regulate, in industry it

will be to prohibit and banish, as well as con-

trol ; that, so far as purely economic forces

a K3 concerned, the loss of the working girl

by the errors of employ is greater than that

of the student; that the maintenance of

broken-down workers is a greater drain

upon the community than their actual deaths

at an early period ; that insanity is a form of

disease entailing special burdens on society ;

and that the unlawful employment of young

gii-ls, acting as a stimulant to premature

development of the sexual principle, is pro-

ductive of physical deficiency and immoral

tendency, the latter acting reflectively upon

the physical forces to their greater detri-

ment. If I have argued correctly, there

exists such a sum of antagonism against the

foundation necessities of existence, as well

demands the earnest attention of state and

individual.



PART II.

OBJECTIVE.

D is imt a sy-trm-1'iiilil.-r: hi- l<-fti>-t attainment

reaches no hi^h-r than thh: through endeavor,

through (INcipliiu', through virtue, he may see what

<*." PLATO.

K i :<<>< ;MZING the position of woman a-> a

< -hief factor in all political and social prob-

lems, ami the necessity to their hapi

solution of her most healthful status, especial

d has been had to the consideration of

employments, which, from their character,

mi'^ht be presumed to affect deleteriously

the female operative, and more especially

the establishment and normal course of her

peculiar sexual functions. The field of in-

quiry as to the effect of over-mental exertion

on the special function of the sex, so vigor-

ously opened by Prof. Clarke, has found
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many laborers and an abundant harvest.

, however, have entered the correspond-

ing field of inquiry in industry. Strange as

it appears, widely and ably conducted as the

investigations of various governments have

been into the processes and influences bear-

ing unfavorably upon the health of working-

people, with frequent special attention to

their results upon child-bearing and nur

women, and (in a general way) upon chil-

dren of tender years, there seems to have

been no effort made by authority, until that

of the Massachusetts Bureau of Static i< - <>t'

Labor in 1874, to determine the far more

important, the cardinal relation which labor

bears to this essential attribute of the form-

ing woman, on which so certainly hinge all

other vital results.

It is curious, in this connection, to note in

the otherwise admirable report* madi-

to the British Local Government Board
" on proposed changrs in the hours and

*Messrs. Briilj^.-s anl J I. (lines.
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.'ni in textile that

there is hardly more than a hint in lli

lowing questions j.ut l.y these ^eiitleni'

the medieal |>raetiii.

;

'ility of injury to the ymm^ and

maturing tVmale (.ji.-rat
i\ es in this most im-

portant direction:

1. I hive you had experience of factory opera-

tives? If so, how long?

"2. Have you formed any opinion whether the

factory labor, as now carried on in your district, has

any deleterious influence on the health of the opera-

iv any diseases which you have ii'

:^ peculiarly prevalent amongst them?

A re there any processes in the manufactures

ir district which you believe to be specially injuri-

ous to women or children V and, if so, in what way?
"4. Has the labor any tendency to increase the

ol infant mortality? If so, does this depend on

the mothers suckling their children imperfectly, or on

their working t<>o near their confinement ? Do you
know how soon married women usually work at the

mill before and after delivery?

. Do you think that ' short-timers ' commence

wi.rk at t<><. early an age, or that their hours of work

o long ?
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" 6. Do you think the : _re of thirteen years

too early for a child to commence working 'full

time '

?

44
7. Do you think that the present day's work, ten

and a half hours, is too long for young persons or for

grown-up women? "

With a careful and highly commendable

search for causes of maternal injury and

infant mortality, there is here, as elsewhere

manifest, a singular neglect of direct and

inquisitive attention to the dangers to the

basis conditions, on which healthful mater-

nity and infant life depend, and which, more-

over, are incident to every one of the sex.

The influences that inhere in special pro-

cesses or forms of employment, and operate

injuriously upon the menstrual function of

young females engaged therein, are deserv-

ing of, and demand special attention, not

less by the gravity than by the extent of

their effects.

A process or condition of employ that

tends to the prevention or impairment of the

normal course of this vital principle in \\ o-
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man involves economic, , and moral

qiirstiniis of (lie fa:
|

:, \\ hni-

ever successful in its aggressions, ii

1st. To individuals suffering thereby,

Lessened
j

6 labor, and hence le.-

comforts of life.

Increased expense, and loss of vital force, time,

and money.

\ .Iral't iijM.ii previous accumulations, or debt and

obligation.

\s a rule, lessened capacity for future production

by labor.

(e) Bodily and mental distress, sometimes tending to

intemi>rranee and crime, thus far all results

that may be the legacies of several forms of

disease, but specially resultant on the disturb-

s in review; while further we have,

(/) Lessened probabilities of maternity or vigorous

offspring, \\ith possible resultant loss of social

and domestic happiness, and even a worse train

of sequela, including secondary disease, insan-

ity,* and death.

* \Vliile the <tat Utics of insanity have liei-n hitherto too

loosely rolln tc<l tn^ive satisfactory and n-lial>lr data as to

the-relati<ui wliich uterine and menstrnal disnnlers bear to

insanity, tlit-re is snllieient evidence to sliow a very cl->so

and . .iiiuTtiiiii l>et ween the two. Dr. Bartlett

4
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2d. To society it bring*,

(a) Greater burdens, inasmuch as it lays on its mem-

bers extra care and labor, in the strict sense

unremunerative.

(b) Lessened production, present and prospective :

1. By the loss of as much as the disabled

laborer would have produced.

2. By the loss of the natural increase of that

which would have been produced.

3. By the loss of the production of those re-

quired to care for the sick, and its natural

increase.

4. By the incapacity to bear a proportionate

part, by maternity, in keeping good the

strength of the race; or by the expense,

loss, and burden involved in the produc-

tion of non-vigorous and non-productive

offspring.*

(c) Loss to the general tone and work of society.

of the Minnesota Insane Hospital, in analyzing three

hundred and sixteen cases of insanity, whose caust

attributes sixty-two, or about twenty per cent, to

causes directly connected with uterine disorder. Dr.

KaMman of the "SVoreester (Mass.) asylum, in a

a hundred and twenty-nine cases, attril.:. n, or

aboir '. to similar ran

* Says Gail Hamilton, in "Woman's V/n

give! :iein^ without being able to make pro-
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It hardly sri-ms credible, at first thought,

that the class through whom Midi an aggre-

gate of lo-s nu\ be, and ivally is, inlli-

upon the .-talc, is composed of the yoiin^

girls between th< f eleven and twen-

in our industrial pursuits

by which their injury is effected. The mor-

tality tables of our cities and manufacturing

towns hint at the facts, but rarely include

this dass under such "causes." Our hos-

pital wards do not often receive them until

ial agencies of disease have become sec-

ondary or general; but their out-patient

rooms and the u
dispensaries

"
are familiar

visi, n to turn life to the best account, to give life, care-

Ji->;s \\lictlH-r it will be bale or boon to its recipient, is

the sin of sins Every other sin mars what it liiuls: this

what it iiiurs."

"
Physiological inquiries will serve to develop these

rhiinirrs t<> some extent; facts of observation are likewise

in abundance: and both prove that a body worn down and

debilitated, alfhoii-h the p-neraiive family may be unin-

jured a-< to intensity in either sex, cannot give the ueces-

I'abuluni for the production of a vigorous offspring,

endowed with active vitality." GASKELi.: The

:
. ;
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to them, and the u
corporation

"
physician

and general practitioner are acquainted with

their troubles. Profuse, difficult, deficient,

or retarded menstruation, anaemia, chlorosis,

anasarca and oedema of feet, dyspepsia, pains

of back and limbs, nervous headaches, hack-

ing coughs, by and by tubercular symptoms,

and more or less early decline, is the usual

list and order of complaints that our errors

of industrial employ are establishing- with

this portion of our working-world, and with

their results are grafting upon our national-

ity to its steadily progressive decline and

decay.

In the report before quoted,* it is declared,

that,

"
Amongst the women of factory operatives, much

more than among the general population, derangements

of the digestive organs are common; e.g., pyrosis, con-

stipation, vertigo, and headache, generated by neglect

of the calls of nature through the early hours of

work
;
the short intervals at meals

;
the eating and

* Report on Pr.ipi >.: 1 Changs in Hours and Ap
Employment in Textile Factories.
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drinking of easily i-i.pand foods, as bread, tea, and

coffee ;
and tin- n

vegetables. Other faran<> <irac-

ter are present ; e.g.) leucorrl>

profuse in- 'i ; cases also of disj>Iur'iin-nt,

flexion^, and versions of tin- ut'-nis, :ui>iii^ fntiii tli i

constant standing, and tin- increased heat of and con-

:t.-nt in the mill."

That these ill effects are not confined to

factory-operatives alone, hut afTeet the lar-v

proportion of females i^ the industrial class.

the physician and the philanthropist have

long MI ice discovered. The fact is, more-

over, iin\v receiving a general recognition.

What, then, are the errors of employ that

entail upon the individual and the commu-

nity alike these serious results?

I assume that,

\r*i is the age at which we permit the

young girl to leave a life of animal growth,

and hecome a part of an occupation or a

macli

Se<-ii<! is the disregard (even in defiance

of statute) which the managers of our indus-

4*
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tries exhibit for the cardinal principles of con-

timird prosperity and individual happiness,

in the regular and prolonged employ of the

plastic and undeveloped forms and powers

of these girls of tender years, whose vital

functions are as yet incomplete.

Third is their employment in occupations

which cannot be undertaken without injury,

except by those confirmed in the possession

of full strength and capacity.

Fourth is in summoning these girls to a

long day of labor, and requiring their unre-

mitting attention to it, under conditions and

circumstances radically unfavorable to health.

An analysis of this grouping of causative

errors will show, under each division, a de-

mand for the simultaneous exercise of very

considerable, often intense, activity of bodily

and mental forces; and it is believed, that

just in proportion as these forces are co-ordi-

nated in occupations and maintained in ex-

treme activity, tin; impairment and overthrow

of the; peculiar function of the sex will ivsult.

Upon that impairment and overthrow I
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r in determining the decline and mor-

tality ol' youn- female life, and the multiplied

lequenf thereon. Mr. Simon,*

m.-dical officer of the Privy Council of (ii

.iin,

, death-rates of the young are, in my opinion,

among the most important studies in sanitary science.

In the first place, their tender youn^ lives, as com-

\vith the more hardened and acclimatized lives

of the adult population, furnish a very sensitive test

of sanitary circumstances
;

. . . and, secondly,

those places where they are most apt to die are, neces-

. the places where survivors are most sickly, and

, if they struggle through a scrofulous child-

hood to realize an abortive puberty, they beget a sick-

lier lii-ood than themselves, even less capable of labor,

an- 1 even less susceptible of education. It cannot be

too distinctly recognized, that a hiyh local mortality of ,+

youth mutt almost necessarily denote a high localprevalence

of those causes which determine a degeneration of race."

An inquiry undertaken some two years

f left little room for doubt as to the

* Introduction to Clreeiihow's Eport to General Board

dth, 1858.

t Sanitary Condition "Working Classes: Report Mass.

in Labor Statistics, 1874.
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results of co-ordinated mental and physical

activity on the menstrual function. A i;

recent and extended investigation has con-

firmed the conviction that the train of evils

herein before given as the direct results and

sequelce of such functional disturbance are

producible in the immature female, and to

some extent in the further advanced,

First) By severe overwork alone.

Second, By severe overwork coupled with

innutrition and non-hygienic surroundings,

more rapidly.

Third, By labor requiring great celerity

of manipulation coupled with intense con-

centration and activity of mental forces,

most rapidly, and especially if under poor

nutrition and bad sanitary conditions.

Fourth, Probably, by the secondary effects

of diseases engendered or promoted by non-

hygienic conditions of labor, as phthi>is

(consumption), etc.

These causes, then, are direct and second-

ary, and as ranged under the four divi

or "
errors," before declared, may be con>i<l-

ered seriatim. The first of these is
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TIii' Bg6 at which \v- permit the

!4'irl to leave a life of aniin : h, ami

Die a part of an occupation or a mar hi in-.

:i" I'staMishmi'iit of

'.'.i% age, both e

>n tin- constitution. At l.tli of

an increased liability to

air I. at th.- former, a marked in, -iva.se in the rate of

It is evident, that to maintain that con-

dition of life which shall l>e>t promote the

normal establishment and roll ise of a fune-

so beset with dan^vr, and on whose due

>o much depends, should he a first

OOnoeiD of all who have any interest in the

future welfare of the community. It is

* Dr. Wr<t i.n Diseases of Women, p. IS. ''It is not

., autlmr, "tO take piv -aulion^ till

iiiriistruation lia> for the Urst time ocLMirroil : the period

\va in th" li-altliit:st -irl lu- \vaT-ln'.l

for. aii'l all previous pre.-autioi^ slK.ntd be once more re-

1 thi-; sh.iultl be done ajain and a^aiti, until at

:;ilar, liealthy menstruation is estal)-

li^hcil. If this l)o not accomplished during the first f-\v

f \vomanliood, it will in all probability never be

Attain*
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equally evident, that large numbers of the

very class by whom, and toward whom, this

'care should be exercised, are engaged in em-

ployments whose demands and conditions

are such as to render them the rever

of favorable circumstances for the true bal-

ance of health in this regard. Until this

ulty shall have been established and con-

firmed in its completeness, there can be no-

moral there should be no legal right of

a parent or guardian to permit, or of an em-

ployer to secure, the labor of the immature

frame in occupations that in themselves or

their surroundings are inimical to the due

development of the individual. If em-

ployed, it should be in pursuits free from

tendencies to the repression of the sexual

principle and the almost purely animal

growth which the early years of life seem

intended to expressly accomplish. Lalx

that demand full measures of strength and

activity, physical or mental, must properly

seek them in those who have passed this

climacteric. Dr. Barnes, in his excellent
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work,* thus i ho relation of

iniluenoe and condition :

Many of the factors which account for primi

>rrhcea (or absence of menstruation) will

induce secondary or accidental fcmeoorrhoe*. '1

defective nutrition, unhealthy occupations in crov.

oras, bloc in exposure to

sewage emanations, want of exercise in the open air,

which implies privation of the wholesome influences

of the sun, will all prevent the advent of menstrua-

tion. It is a inatt.-r ..f observation that girls ver

on puberty, sent to hoarding-school or into business

in large town establishments, commonly fail to men-

struate, whilst the function is often accomplished ou |

the return to free life in the holidays, or on return to

the country. What is wanted is outdoor exercise,

and less rigorous strain upon the mind and body."

In all factory employments, and, indeed, in

many others of the lighter and more com-

mercial order, the labors and attention of

the employee must be incessant, as well as

arduous ; and not infrequently the concen-

trated thought and action of the individual

must supplement and be the essential com-

* Barnes on Diseases of Women.
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plement of the motions of the machine

which the operative tends. Even in many
of the higher grades of labor in which num-

Ix-is of young workwomen are engaged, as

type-setting, telegraphing, money-changing,

etc., the individual becomes almost or

wholly subservient to, and absorbed by, the

occupation or process to which she is de-

voted.

Mr. Robinson of Dukinfield, in his report

to Messrs. Bridges and Holmes,* says,

u The injurious element in factory labor is the

incessant and increased action of machinery, pre-

venting the body having those brief periods of repose

which, if left to itself, it instinctively would have. I

attribute the difference in healthy vigor between

colliers and mechanics on the one hand, and factory-

workers on the other, to the constant demand upon

muscular and mental activity made by constant

action of the swift machinery.
' '

Though the thing done is so monotonous and

uninti'n'stin.Lr, any negligence is fatal to the work,

and tin- attention must be unremitting; and this call

for unremitting attention is increased by the increased

* Op. cit. p.
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1 nl' machinery, and tin 1 constant demand for

:r_T"nN Upon til"
I'll' !l_Tth

oi>i-r;itives are not those which '\hau-t from

the \v.-:ir and l.-ar <f mti-cnlar film- simj.ly, but from

in-lit, and

h'ti^ continuance in overcrowded, ill-vent Mated

rooms." *

Thousands of children, more than half of

tin-in i^irls, are to-day employed in the

various industries of this State, undermining,
in a --ivut proportion of cases, that ]>liv>iral

: which alone will serve as a sound basis

tor the moral, mental, and material prosper-

ity of a nation.

I have said that the second causative error

affecting our growing girls in their employ-

ments is

The disregard (even in defiance of the

statute) which our managers of industries

exhibit for the cardinal principles of contin-

ued prosperity and individual happiness, in

the regular and prolonged employ of the

*
J>i""-' Sanitary Condition of Lv.

4
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plastic and undeveloped forms and powers

of these girls of tender years whose vital

functions are as yet incomplete.

By far the greater majority of those who

are engaged in the lighter labors of manu-

facturing and commercial interests in our

larger cities and towns have not arrived at

the age when the law governing such em-

ployment releases them from its control; and

yet the provisions of the statute in this re-

gard are in large measure utterly ignored, mid

every section of the State supports indu>

in the processes of which the law is daily and

with unconcern infracted. Probably the

first requirement of the law that u no child

under the age of ten years shall be cm-

ployed in any manufacturing or mechanical

establishment within this Commonwealth "

is violated with comparative rarity ; but its

second and quite as important proviso

"that no child between the ages of ten and

fifteen shall be so employed unless he or she

has u tl ended some public or private school,

under teachers approved by the school cum-
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mittee of (he place in which such school is

kept, ;ii least three months during the

next in-reeding >iirh employment, . . . nor

shall sueh employment continue unless such

child shall attend school at least three

months in ea<-h and every year" is n

wilfully djsre-arded. -No child," says ili-

" under the a^e of lii'teeii years shall be

employed iu any manufacturing establish-

ment more than sixty hours in one week.

Any o \\ner, agent, superintendent, or over-

seer of any manufacturing or mechanical

lishment who shall knowingly employ,
or permit to be employed, any child in

violation of this law, and any parent or guar-

dian who allows or consents to such em-

ployment, shall, for such offence, forfeit the

sum of fifty dollars." There can be no

doubt that the>e latter clauses of the law

are most frequently and criminally thrust

a>ide. h is gravely to be regretted that our

law has not reco-ni/ed the established dis-

ion now so generally, as properly and

\\ admitted, as required by the
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difference in sex, whether in mental or phys-

ical labor; has not defined with precision

in the law itself, what shall be the interpre-

tation of "
knowingly employ ;" and has not

made definite provision for its rigorous en-

forcement in every city and town in the

Commonwealth. Not that the law is fully

adequate to meet the evils pointed out, but

that it would, if rightly enforced, go a long

way toward the' remedy of those evils.

While the original error of the law is in

admitting to employ at all, in such establish-

ments, girls of such ages, and, as a rule,

boys even, and while the change to school

occupations though an undoubted advan-

tage over the hard grind of the factory or

even shop life is but a stepping from one

form of concentrated effort to another, even

the provisions that do exist in law would

lessen, by much, the existing ills if duly

recognized or enforced.

It is the disregard manifested for the

future physical, mental, and moral condition

of these important factors in the upbuilding
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and i in tln-ir individual

hel< : i liat is SO Ulifor

of the iin-tliuds of managers; for \\hile want

568, and the " wolf is at the door," \

Qeedfl \\ ill have- little thought of I'll! ure

e \vlio employ, or the law-

ing an>! imiM 1

b linn- the governing mind.

Ai the mills in Fall River, Danvers, Fitch-

. \Vakeiield, liraintree, and other pi,:

tin -re have l>eeii employed for years, large

numbers of girls and boys, "knowingly,"

who ha vo n"t reached the age of fifteen

id have not a day's ur an hour's

schooling in the year; and this with the

consent of parents and guardians. A fur-

ther grave defect of the existing law is in

<'X< 1 us i ven ess, in that it provides for

ly-opi-ratives only. While in certain

rds, as in better ventilation and hygienic

conditions generally, the lot of the girls and

I of ten<l I as " cu-li
"

., in our large salesrooms and simi-

lar estal)lishine:its, is better than that of
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factory youth, it is one whose special influ-

:>on young girls can but be injurious

in grave measure; for, as I have pointed

. it is the regular and prolonged employ,

aging bodily and mental activity at ten-

sion through so long periods of time, that

draws upon the energies that should l>e

(ly employed in maturing and upbuilding

the youthful economy. What wonder, that,

f M^f\i\\ these energies sapped by the steady

drain of exhausting employment, she should

realize the assertion of West,* that " the

frail child never passes completely into

womanhood, but fades and droops in the

transition stage, through which she has not

the strength to pass
"
?

I heartily agree with the prominent Phila-

delphia physician, who writes as follows of

the practice of compelling shop-girls to stand

behind the counter during all their hours of

service :

" The custom is selfish, cruel, and useless, selfish

on the part of the proprietor, requiring the women to

* Op. cit. p. 42.
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i all the tim-'. Nvh'-thcr M TV ing customers or not,

an<l this merely tliat they m:iy appear to be alw;:

it on those who call, i

'

in tli.' ni.rniiiur to six

o'clock at night, as \& the custom at en-tain stores,

with a sluTt time at mid-day for dinner, woul.l v.

any m<m . l>nt to exact such service from ijirls ami

women is damnable. Their physical powers are, it

is well known, much weaker than thos of nu-ii, at

iti- ; and, by th-ir anatomical and physiological

-. th'-y arc entirely unfit for hearing this

i ally severe toil, namely, standing all day

My j'ri't'i-s^ioiial lin-thnMi who practise largely

arc constantly witnessing the evil conse-

of this most cruel 'rule of the establish-

ment,'"

My attention was directed, not long since,

to a shop on one of the principal thorough -

i'uivs of Mo-ton, in whose exceedingly nar-

ro \v dimensions of only eighteen by forty

feet, by eleven in height, ln-atod by a fur-

naro, im k-ss than fourteen young ladies,

ran- in-- in age from seventeen to twenty-

four, are employed ; obliged by the "rule of

the establishment
" k%

always to stand, to dress

neatly, and to be absent only half an hour
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at dinner." Poisoned hourly by the pol-

1 air, suffering from the enforced stand-

ohliged to dress "neatly" (which

found to mean "
showily"), deprived of any

opportunity for recuperation in the fresh air

(for half an Ijour barely suffices for dinner),

poorly paid, and any loss of time rigorously

deducted, it is not to be counted strange if

tlicx- ^i'/ls, partaking so continually of phys-

ical and moral poison, become both physi-

cally and morally unsound. A morality that

rol's and oppresses does not inculcate a mo-

rality to resist temptations to illicit pleasures

or deceit, doubtless in some instances im-

pelled to by the deprivations and conditions

imposed.

In connection with these errors of stand-

ing, etc., Dr. Van de Warker* says,

" The fact that those employments are chosen by

women which permit a sitting position is significant

in this relation. Woman is badly c

the purposes of standing eight or ten hours

her feet. I do not intend to bring into

* Ely Van de Warker, M.D., op. cit. p. :
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1 in th.- p. 'his : l>ut to rail att -ntioii !

ie foot as

< a susta iiiiu. The kn joint ol

Viewed in

joint in hut ft slight degree interrupts

the gradual taper.: ;h into the leg. Vi

semiflexed position, the joint forms a smooth

spheroid, The ivason of this lies in the small-

!la in front, and tin- narrowness of the

.iar surfaces of the tibia and femur, and uhirh

in man fonn the lateral prominences, and thus is

rfect as part of a sustaining column

than that of woman. The muscles \\hich keep the

tixed upon the thighs in the erect position labor

of shortness of purchase,

HOB, compared to that of man,

iie crest of the ilium and tin 1

^reattrochant'-r

of the iVinur, thus giving to man a much larger pur-

iu the leverage existing between the trunk and

the extremities. Comparatively the foot is less able

to suMain w.-i--ht than that of man, owing to its

ness, and the more delicate structure of the tarsus

is. I do not think there can be any
doubt that \\omeii have instinctively avoided some of

Billed labors on anatomical peculiarities."
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It will readily be recognized, that the

abnormal requirement of prolonged standing

is one to which a very large proportion of our

working-girls are subject, in a wide range of

employment. Both physiological and ana-

tomical considerations cry out against it, and

common humanity should prohibit it.

The following illustration, taken from Prof.

Clarke,* notes in a marked manner the ill

effects of standing, and general error in the

conduct of industrial pursuits by our young
women :

" Miss C was a bookkeeper in a mercantile

house. The length of time she remained in the em-

ploy of the house, and its character, are a sufficient

guaranty that she did her work \\ell. Like the other

dorks, she wus at her post, KtmnJimj during hu-

hours, from Monday morning till Sat unlay night.

The female pelvis being wider than that of the male,

the weight of the body in the upright posture tends

to press the upper extremities out laterally in f> ;

more than in males. 1 ! nee the former can

long with comfort than the latter. Miss C ,
h"\v-

ever, believed in doing her work in a man's v. ay. in-

fected by the not uncommon notion that womanl

*
Op. rit. p. 77.
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> manliness. M v.ouid not, or ooold

n<>f , make any more all
"

i

'

i"dicity of

: th.- Bha]

alx-ut twenty years of a^e, per

let, she api'li'-d t- Hi" f.tr ad 'ience

ucorrhoBa, and

;il del.ility. Sir- was anemic, aud look'-'l j-al'-,

care-worn, and anxious.

Tii. ; ideooeoi ;>ny l>cal en -tion

; j.-l\ii- or-ans. 'Get a vcman's jH'riod'n-al

ri-nii i.'ii from lal>r, it' intiTini>siou is impossible,

and lo your work in a woman's way, not copying a

man's fashion, and you will need very little apothe-

M tin- advice she received. * I TWI/X/ &*

I am doin-.' \\as h r answer. She tried iron,

sit/.-1-aths. and the like: of course they were of no

avail. Latterly I have lost si-lit of her, and, from

h<T a|'i'earanee at ln-r last \isit t> me, presume she

havijone to a world \\here backache, and male and

fi-mal skeletons, are unknown."

NOTE. "Female clerks in stmv^ strive to emulate the

males ly mm-mitting labor, seeking to develop feminine

liy ma-ciilinc metliods.

"Female operatives of all sorts, in factories and < !<<-

\vhere, lal.or in tlie same way ; and, \vlien tlie day is done,

are as likely to dance li;df the ni^ht. re-anlh^s of any

re upon tin-in of a peculiar function, as their fa-di-

ional i the ]>. lite world." I'uop. CLARKE, op.

130.
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The tliiI'd of causative errors we have

d to be

Their employment in occupations which

cannot be undertaken without injury, except

by those confirmed in the possession of full

strength and capacity.

The consideration of this error, while it

embraces the more youthful class to which I

have just referred, brings into the foreground

those of more advanced years, who, thou-li

in part accomplishing the evolutions designed

by nature, are as yet insecure in such attri-

butes, and are hence liable to the added dan-

gers incident to their advance. It is not to

be hoped for, in this work-a-day world, that

we are to be freed from all employments that

will fail with all the alleviations that may
be devised to be divorced from se

mental and bodily energy; neither is it

pected, or desirable, that the 1

of the class whom we have in consideration

the girls and young women from fh-v-

twenty-one should be exempt

fro in some form of industrial occupation.
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effort will of nece blish

the right adjiiMiiiont !' forces, all the re<|iiire-

liMMlts being eon>ider< <1. The or.

th.it demand maturity of strength and full

11 of functional powei i'>r their

liannK'ss or least injurious jnirsuit, arc; iut

'ut from in\ LOO it

.iiTaiitiihle to COllcludi', that those eiiiplo\
-

in. ills wliidi demand cxt ivnu- menial a<-ti\ it y

with celerity of movement long continued,

involving unreinit!
iii;_;- attention, condensed

thought, and nervous alertness, cannot long

In- participated in l>y those whose powers of

life are uneonfiniit d.

Hence the true "division of labor
"

A\ ill

be that whieh delegates [>rocesses or occupa-

tions ivipiirin^ tin; fullest powers of mind

and liody continuously, to those whose ma-

turity may hear its hurdens with least ojj

sioii
; distributing to the weaker " to each

according to her si-vi-ral ability" the }ur-

whii-h a regard for future weal will not

interdict their prosecution of. The true

"hOUM of labor" will bo based, BO for SB
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neerned. on those considerations : and

tin- true work of reform
"

will he sndi in-

telligent arrangement of legislation, and its

enforcement, and such amelioration of the

present attendant ills, as can come only from

a just and proper comprehension of these

God-created demands of sexual peculiarity.*

To ascertain, as reliably as might be, the

effects of the varying eharacteri>ties of labor

upon the youthful female engaged therein,

study lias been made of various industries,

considering them not as so many trades or

vocations simply, but rather as types and

expressions of different degrees and kind

influence exerted thereby ; the physical, men-

tal, inento-physical, reciprocal, etc. T

inquiries have been especially into the eft

of factory employments, type-setting, teleg-

raphy, sewing-machine operation, basket-

making, the counting of money, strands, etc.,

with casual examination into other 1:

* "ThU rfT'.rt ,,f \viiiii;ui to invade all tin- lii-licrf

of la' >.it!liii^ with tht; cstaMNhcd

. :ial relation." I >u. VAN UK WAKKI :-. 170.
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Minutes of the inquiry into cadi arc hercin-

cn in I'till.

'I'll.- //////< of these can rrora cnu -

inerated is

In summoning these jrirls to a hn^ day of

labor, ami requiring tlicir unremitting atten-

tion to it, nn<lcr c.nditi>iis and circumstances

radically unl'a\ orable t health.

That the hours of labor are long, that the

atteniioii to the work in hand must often be

nio>t exacting, and that the attendant con-

ditions in which too many of our forms of

lahor are prosecuted are "only evil, and

that continually," are perhaps the nio>i

earnestly protested and readily patent of any

of the claims put forward by the advocates

of the improvement in the conditions of

working-people.

The postulate of these advocates* in Eng-

land, the examination of which created the

commission before referred to, was, that

"t-n hours and a half of monotonous, un-

M'_; lahor, even under the most hcalthv

* Brides and Holmes. Ki-p., p. 4.
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conditions, are said to be a longer time than

is consistent with the health of young per-

sons between the ages of thirteen and

eighteen, and of women generally, of what-

ever age."

To this, the rejoinder of the Employers'

Association was,
- 4 that their 1 night and

healthy appearance is patent to all. Thou-

sands of women are now earning upward of

twenty shillings per week ; and those of

mature age, whose employment is suited to

their strength, supply no evidence that they

cannot with comfort and health work as

long hours as men." Even with the very

remarkable proviso embraced in this reply,

which I have Italicized, by investigation,

the commission was forced to a conclu-

sion quite the reverse of the assertion, that

44 their bright and healthy appearance

patent to all ;" nor did it conclude, that, in

such employment as seemed to be tluimjltt

41 suited to their strength, there was no evi-

dence that women cannot with comfort and

health work as IOIIL; as men." though at ma-

ture age.
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The unremitiin-- attention demanded by

labor, and commented on as

iallv deleterious in its influence, I shall

with lli' DOn-1

i onditions, in connection

\vitli special forms of employ.

An analysis ( .f I he ion ive errors in

the management of industry, which I !

assumed to be tin- chief sources of disturb-

ances peculiar to the working-girl, show,

that, under t i
. \ve have,

Youth uiu'<iual to the positions occupied

in judgment or ability; iinjjainm-nt of animal

growth: a coustraiued condition, as a (M.III-

pleinental part of a process or machine.

ruder tin- sctiunJ,

Disregard of ultimate injurious rift-els on

laborers and the community; unbroken appli-

n, without vacations, for long tuns:

depressing and disease-inviting demands on

immature vitality. Under the //<?//< 7,

Employ in unsuitable occupations for the

conditional!' ing. Under the

rt/i,
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Unduly loii^ Lours
; concentration of vital

energies, involving extreme nerve-tension ;

unfavorable sanitary conditions in surround-

ings, and nature of processes.

It will be observed from this analysis, that

the various influences under di i\\ -rent heads

are often exactly identical in their special

effects, although arrived at from different

initial points, and that each of these special

effects is potent in creating the condition

under consideration.

We have enumerated four methods where-

by the occupations of workwomen may
and do bring about the menstrual disturb-

ances and the results we have mentioned,

overwork; overwork, with innutrition and

non-sanitary associations; labor conjoining

extreme activity of body and mind
;
and the

effects of disease primarily produced by the

three foregoing causes. The last of t!

unqestionably may stand either in the <

lion of cause or effect, it lu-in^ beyond doubt

that consumption, which produces oftentimes

menstrual overthrow in its toil-broken vie-
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liin, may IK- and is itself produced by failure

ihe function in the forming girl.* That

One 'i tin 1

pan-Hi of tip- other, with

interchangeable priority, and that lioih liave

pro. iVoin m-lain evils incident to a

life of lal.or, no observer >f the workiii'r-

\\oiurii of ihe land can doubt. u Amenor-

rlm-a (retarded menstruation), especially if

nded with chloro-ana-mia, is very liable

to luer^i- into, to induce, pulmonary con-

f
" Not uncommonly," says Dr.

Clapton,
k -

phthisis appears to be developed

in consequence of emansio-mensiut/i : but

phthisis in nearly every case stops menstrua-

tion." "With suppressed menstruation,"

* "Experience, our only sure ^'uide in incilit-il in-

quiries instructs the physic-inn that ;i diseased condition

of tlie liody pm. luces ;m alteration in t he condition of the

mind; and that certain emotions of the soul, whether of

a plr.i-iiraMe or painful nature, are universally at tended

with reciprocal alteration in the bodily function-;."

-)W : Body and Mfn<!. p. 1 ::',. "Functional

dcr.: mil alteration necessarily result from this

lea. tin- to dhease and change of structure

in the organs." GRAHAM'S Science of Life, sec. 305.

* Barnes, op. (it.
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says West,* "the one great danger to watch

against is the supervention of phthi

THE MANUFACTURE OF TEXTILE FABI:

The manufacture of textile fabrics, con-

sidered as an avenue of production of

several causes of ill health already dwelt

uppn, may be looked upon as including them

all, and hence becomes worthy the cl<

attention ; not only as a source of resuli

unfortunate, but also as being one of ex<

ing magnitude, extending its deleterious in-

fluence to a wider range than any other

equally injurious employ.

While, with exceptions, it may be fairly

considered, in the average, as not an exti <

ly laborious employ, either in this country

or abroad, for the younger portion of the

female operatives employed therein, and in

some of its processes in particular, tlieiv is

a degree of toil disproportionate to the

dition and capacity of those engaged; while

*
Op. cit. p, 45.
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tin- of tin- unren ;nd

* char.K i

1 in a diiect . . relation to the

disturl am -'s and di-pre-Mmi ; I !

mi i illy deploraldc. It will further

. thai, in this l.raiit-h of industry in

particular, 1 1

'

d inlluenrrs that .JM

iic production and aggravation of pul-

monary complaints exist to a decree that

ohtains in no other. Reviewing tin- unre-

mittin^ and monotonous character of factory

\\ork, as productive of lessened vi^or and

vitality, Messrs. Undoes and Holmes* state

that,

" Li-lit tliou-li factory labor in almost all its de-

partmi'iits iui(iu->tional)ly is, additional leisure of .six

li'Mirs }>'T \vcrk -would tend to ii tfi vitality

and Vigor of tin* women and children en^a-vd in it.

iy n . ferred more than once to the unre-

mitting and monotonous character of all labor at a

driven by steam. If the day's work of a

* "So a functional disturlianco of the cerebrum isnftcn

induced l>y tin- irregular action of other parts of the nerv-

.-rially tlio--e coiim-.-tc.I \vith the repro-

ductive apparatus." W. 15. CAKI-IINMIK, M.Df Mental

p. lido.

.
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housemaid, or even of a charwoman, be closely looked

ud compared with that of an ordinary mill-hand in

a card-room r sj .inning-room, it will be seen that (he

former, though making greater niit-nlar efforts than

are ever exacted from the latter, is yet continually

changing both her occupation and h<-r posfnr

has very frequent intervals of rest. Work at a ma-

chine has inevitably a treadmill character about it.

Each step maybe easy, but it must !< pi-rform-'d at

the exact moment, under pain of consequents. In

hand-work and house-work there is a certain fivdom

of doing or of leaving undone. Mill-work must be

done as if by clock-work."

The cotton-factory, as well as being the

most extensive, is, perhaps, as fair a repre-

sentative of textile factories as can be given,

all conditions considered.

In this department of textile IIKHIU fac-

tories, it is not probable that purely muscular

" overwork," except in very young girls, or

in one or two special processes, e.g., "draxv-

ing
" and "

weaving," is a source of any con-

siderable functional injury, ordinarily; lull it

is interesting to note, that, when it dues

become so, it is a> a iv>ult of the grafting on
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'f ;i >i>ecies of mental activity, vi/., \]\<

citeinent ;tnd spurring involved in tin- effort

"
piece-worker" to accomplish a certain

It,
and obtain a proportionate wage.

Contrary to tin- opinion expressed by

Jud<^e Cowley,* that "it can h,; >aid

that piece-workers' health is cither better or

WOI-M> tha.n the health of day-workers," in.-

quiries th.- i.iv>eiit year, hoth within the

mills and of physicians in factory localities,

lead to the conclusion, that the piece-workers

do sutler, both in general and special dis-

turbance, to a greater degree than day-work-

ers. Inquiry of a distinguished physician

who has enjoyed a large practice in one of

the principal cotton-factory cities of the

Stale, and who is noted for his exactness i:i

method and record, brought out the fact, as

established by his private and hospital

records, that nearly a third more came under

his professional observation from the piece-

workers than from the day-workers. An

inquiry after those who had been counted the

*
Kep. Mass. I'.iux-au Statistics of Labor, 1873, p. 282.
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ablest workers in the mills through a period

. and had made largest wa^v>. estab-

li>hed the facts that they were piece-worl:

and that most of them had broken down in

health, and had been obliged to abandon the

work.

Nerved by the ambition to be accounted

" a smart girl," and with the incentive of

.H'ain before her, it is easy to understand how

tin 1 female operative will attempt a degre

effort that is inevitably
" a note given on

time," to be paid at maturity, at an usurious

rate, from the vital forces of her economy.

" It would seem to be as easy to goad worn* MI, as it

\\ iiild be difficult to goad men, into doing the gn

amount of ]>i<'ce-work in a given time. The admira-

tion of their companions, and the approbation of the

overlooker, appear to be at least as powerful induce-

ni'Mits as the increase of their wages. A woman who

can mind four looms without an assistant has att ;

a certain position, and is an object of attention.

* Hoo's a i'nur-loomer, hoo's like to be wed,' will be

commonly remarked of such a one."*

*
Bridges and Holm* >, Op. Cit. p. 20. I ain glad to

believe that nowhere iu this country does the wn
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In the special processes alluded to, "draw-

ing" and " v. ." it may well be doubted

if a labor, win. -lu a- in the first, requires the

removal nf the cans (or boxes) to

ami from the machine^, wrijjiin^ when full

i'ron. in eighteen pounds ( upward <>f

nine hundred cans passing through the hands

aeh female in a day), is not a species

\erwork in itself, thai, so continuously

plied, must result in injury. "In "weaving"
and in "

spinning" both, it has been a com-

mon mistake to employ ^irls \vhe
eoultl but IK- associated with sexual insecurity

thai >hould of ilself i-lass this employmeiiL

for them as overwork.

" \\'here labor is al>o prejudicial," says Dr.

r,* of Leeds, "there needs not nnVm,
and want of ventilation, to accelerate its con-

ami allusive ( ii^r.ijn exist of determining the pay of the

it fun-man, nf a mom l.y the earnings of

nniU-r him, a system \vhi<-h, \vhMvver iirai'ti--.l. is

:,p:inii-il l.y thf ino-r l.rula.l g<:ulinu' t> over-labor,

![><
of a ho,t ,,f ,-viN t.i hralth.

*
Kcport on IxTiN. in l;.'i>..rts on Sanitary

. iagluml and Wales, 1MJ.

7
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sequences ; and there is no doubt Imt that

atmospheric influences have a preponderating

effect on many occupations: the
if ,/.

and ripen the seed which labor has sown.
11

Judge Cowley bears testimony that " the

special diseases incident to factory life are

lung diseases and ' female debility.'
' :

Dr. H. Browne of Manchester, Eng.,

states that "diseases of the digestive and

respiratory mucous membranes are not quite

twice as frequent in the factory-workers who

attend the infirmary as out-patients, as in the

remaining out-patients of all classes and both

sexes."

The Massachusetts State Board of Health

has undertaken an inquiry into the mortality

of factory-operatives within their jurisdict ion.

An analysis of the replies received by this

board* to its queries establishes the fact

that the employe's of cotton-factories suffer a

disproportionate death-rate. The registru-

Second Anmial Report Massachusetts State Board of

Health, p. 414.
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tion reports of Massaohtuetta for tin- Ia-4

nine jean also show, that, in tin- large manu-

facturing towns. the death-rate from <li>.

numbly incident to such employ e\<

that of other towns of similar population.

bare, ihnvl'oiv, the testimony of our own

and foreign ol>-crvations to the existen-

8ulta which we have come to recognize

ated with special causes, more espe-

cially overwork coupled with innutrition and

non-sanitary surroundings.

; \\ 'uli-iandin^ the great improvements

which the past few years have made in cotton-

nun hinery, and the processes of labor in

cotton-factories, the following comprehen-

sive statement of a German writer* still too

correctly depicts the effects of labor in the

dust, etc., of such factories.

"So ! r ciitraiice into the workshop, the

wrkiiuiu p'-rccivcs it (the dust) in a most unpleas-

ant \\ay. In those who are unaccustomed to it. it

.initial tickling in the threat, \\liieh incites

* Dr. Liulwi^ vou Hirt : Krunkhirteii tier Arbeit ur,

ian, ISTI.
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hard c-oughing and occasionally whitish expectoration.

Ju the first year of work, the operative suffers con-

stantly from bronchial catarrh; and a considerable

proportion of those who come to this occupation from

rural districts abandon it, even though they may be

only sufferers from constant catarrh, without other

worse symptoms.
"

If, however, they persevere in this occupation,

more important symptoms supervene, some;

soon, often after a year of work, such as cough with

pectoral pain, marked anaemia, obstinate debility, and

loss of appetite. White viscid sputa is now expecto-

rated with difficulty, and shows under the microscope

cotton-fibres for several hours after quitting the fac-

tory. Marked emaciation, sometimes but r

profuse diarrhoea, deprives the operator of his

strength, and compels him to leave his work, and be-

take himself to his home or to the hospital.

"
These, of course, are the most unfavorable, and

happily not the most frequent cases. But
i>

vi -ry often go on coughing their whole life long,

: an advanced age. . . . Sickly people, <-s;'eial-

ly those liable to pulmonary affections, do not bear up

long. The most unfavorable cases are usually j

(i/nuiif/ u-omen; and in a factory of three hundred or

four hundred operatives, tiiere \\ill generally be fmmd

two or three cases of this kind every year. Other

diseases of not infrequent occurrence arc phi:
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pneumonia, and, as has

catarrh."

The processes of "carding" and "strip-

since tin' introduction of \\YI1-

inan" . c(c.. still I'.ll the air with

iinmmcral.il> pa: dust which pene-

.', and, in some mills, in a.

MimYiently OOal a sinooth jilatc

uf nn-!al t permit the finger to make n.

thcn-on; while a sunbeam discloses the ex-

ieiit to which the atmosphere breathed by
itives is charged with the foreign sub-

stances.*

A careful inspection of a very large num-

ber of factories lias established as the chief

non-hygienic conditions, the excess of fly-

lust, or " Huff;" the extreme heat main-

tained in all departments; the uncomfortable

and
'

unheahhful humidity, particularly of

* Dr. Horatio liri.l^e of New-York City, a chissmato,

has recently pulili-lM-d an admirable translation of tho

\sork of Mr. d'ottlich Mrrkrl of Nun-ini scases

I by the iitluilationofdust. Nc\\ -York Mcdiral Kecord,

(874

7
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the weaving-rooms, from steam ; the special

irritations from the operation of "
stripping,"

and perhaps, to some extent, from that of

"grinding;
"
the irritation and noxious influ-

ence consequent on the "sizing
"

employed;

and the specially evil effects of foul privies.

When to these are added the ills that

result from insufficient, unfit, and hastily

devoured food, and wet clothing, from the

/ long standing, reaching, and lifting (as of

heavy beams), and the depressing tend( :

of the monotony and unrelenting exactions

of the processes themselves, we have a sum

total of causes quite sufficient to wage suc-

cessful war upon the general health, and to

break down and overthrow the special- forces

Nature would fain establish in those sub-

jected to these repressing agencies.

Of several of these agencies enumerated,

the English commission reported last year,

to Parliament, as follows :

" As to ventilation, in almost all cases it wa<

tremoly bad, ami in a largi number of instances there

was none whatever. . . . The heat is kept up by
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pipes, and obvious motives iy dictate

as little as possible \ it shall !> !( i

\\imlo\vs. ... Iii in.. -I of tin- spinning-rooms th'-re

are one or more privi- -. usually of very rude con-

struction, ami almost aluavs oj..-uin_: iliivrtly into the

room, with very inadequate ap-rlmvs to the out

air. Tin* soil falls d<\\n a lai\'e mitrapin-d pipe,

whirh is Hu-h.-.i often or seldom, according to the

ing attention given it.'*

This is a picture that would be entirely

i of many factories to-day in this Com-

mnrnvralth, though I am glad to believe that

a marked improvement in these regards has

ncarl}' all larger factories, and

of the smaller.

\Vlu-ivver the manifestly injurious influ-

ences I have mentioned are present, there

cannot fail to be both physical and mental .

impairment, ill suited to sustain or to resist

tlif further encroachments of the demand

made by certain of the processes of factory

labnr for alert co-operation of mind and

body.

Kxhibiting, as it does, so great a variety \

and gravu a degree of devitalizing power
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upon woman, in its concomitants otherwise,

it is fortunate that cotton-factory labor

necessitates so small an exercise, as it does,

of the expressly untoward influence which

arises from co-ordinate energy of mind and

body.

Whether we agree with Dr. Seguin,
* or

not, in his view that " co-ordination is no fac-

ulty, but a function of every portion of the

motor tract of the spinal axis from the origin

of the third cerebral nerve down," it is cer-

tain, that, operating between mental and

physical forces, it has a power for exhaustion

not found in the fullest exercise of either

alone.

In cotton-manufacture, it is only in the

routine work of attendance on marhiiKTy

which requires the exact adaptation of mind

and hand at precise times, that this coeval

demand upon thought and its executing

power is made ; and here the speed is rarely

such, or the concentration so absorbing, as to

* An Outline of the Physiology of the Nervous Sy-

E. C. Seguin, M.D. N. Y. Medical Record, Dec. 1, :
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some <! ious or

k -
in.', haiiical [< li'ul ilia:

lion.

Tin- numerous causes provocative of pul-

monary di-ease, \\hieh have heeii

i'xi>tiiiLC in lac-lory lal.or, leave no room

doubt, that the destruction of menstrual

po\ver, which so certainly supervenes on th--

iopnient of phthi>is, may readily receive

its origin hen-
; while it is equally evident

that these causes, if co-operating with those

acting directly upon the function itself, can

hut hasten th_result it should be the aim

be employer and the legislator alike to

avert.

A searching analysis of the " examination

notes" of one hundred and twenty-four mills

in the Commonwealth shows to have been

specially noticeable for wretched ventilation,

MXIV : while there were " noted" as observ-

al.le for overheated rooms (particularly

weave-rooms), thirteen; dusty and exceed-

ingly dirty condition, fifteen (from "size"

one) ; bad condition of privies, nearly all ;
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employment of girls under ten years,

eight.*

I pass now to the consideration of several

employments, in none of which purely mus-

cular overtaxing occurs, and in which the

innutrition and numerous non-hygienic influ-

ences inherent in mill-life are principally

absent, but in which the most potent of

causes of sexual derangement, simultaneous

activity and concentration* of mind an- 1

is noticeably present. It is observable,

moreover, that, in these, the distinctive fea-

ture of the corresponding activity in factory

labor, viz., monotony and its depres>ion, is

lacking ; and inasmuch as, despite these ad-

vantages, it is found, that, as a whole, this

order of labor is far more rapidly and cer-

tainly destructive of the normal balance of

the sexual principle in women, we must con-

* The United-States census of 1870 gives as the ;

number of girls lirtween the a.u'os of ten and ./;

employed in the industries of Ma>^;i<-liusotts, n,'J!v

larger proportion of whom are, heyoiid doubt, subject to

the evils here enumerated.
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, that in the greater r<//
"'<//'/ v !' effort,

physical and mental, involved; in the gi

innv;i>c of concentration requirro! ; ami in tin*

7 exercise of the foivr> brought

into play, the exceeding deterioration mu>t,

le.

It i- l)ii t lair, however, to observe that the

of frmalrs engaging in these occupations

all of which rnjiiii-c a higher degree of

intt-lli^i'iice than most mill-work is of a

inoiv highly-Organized chanu-lrr; and, as

bring of more sensitive iihre, might ration-

ally l.c < xp.'cted to sooner exhibit the results

of the attrition and wear incident to these

pursuits.

TYPE-SETTING.

The setting of types, the labor of the

inpositor," as this servant of the public

is called, holds a peculiar position in the

class of physico-mental activities from the

farts that the employment

May become partially unconscious or

' mechanical" labor;
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Is supposed to possess certain dangers of

poisoning from the nature of the metal com-

posing the types ; and

I his in the postures necessary, its sedentary

character, and the heat at which "
composing-

rooms "
are unavoidably kept, its particular

non-hygienic conditions.

It will readily be seen, that a closely at-

tentive activity must be exercised to " follow

copy," and accomplish a paying amount of

work with sufficient correctness to satisfy em-

ployers. There can, of course, in this labor,

be no distracting influences ; for to " set
"

type with a remunerative degree of rapMity

and correctness (and most type-setters are

required to "correct" their own "pro<

or errors), the eye must take in the AV

of the copy, and their relations to each other,

their punctuation and character (whether

Italics or other type), and various other

details known only to the guild; must trans-

mit the intelligence absorbed by the ey

the hand, and direct it with celerity to that

particular one of the compartments in a type
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which contains llic particular ;

called tor, and deftly arrange it
" wron-'-eiid

in tin- proper relation to its feU

lined in the M
c-oinpn ';." To read

tin- copy (often most ille/mle) ; to suppl

BCt punctuation; to determine the t

." "leads," etc.; to observe the in-

tended sense of the writer ; to separate sticky

, "keep them on their feet," place them

correctly, duly "spaced" and "leaded,

well as punctuated ; keep the place in the

copy ;
and do all these quickly, sometimes

with cold hands, and with various interrup-

tions, it is obvious, is an employment that

is most exacting of mental concentration and

manipulative rapidity. A good female com-

or can "set'' and correct thirty thou-

sand ems per week, for which she would

receive thirty cents per thousand, although

many are employed at a set sum per week,

rarely exceeding ten dollars
;
and at this

rate she would he expected to be able to set

nearly six thousand ems per day, to accom-

plish which it will be seen that there must
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be constant labor of a very rapid char-

acter.

As an offset, however, we have the fact,

that a considerable portion of the work be-

comes mechanical, a skilled compositor know-

ing, without looking, exactly where in her

case to find the type wanted ; while the

placing it in position in the composing-stick

correctly is accomplished by the aid of another

of those marvellous processes of mental

telegraphy with which our daily actions are

replete. The type has upon one side a series

of "
nicks," which being felt by the finger,

the brain is informed, and, without the inter-

vention of the eye, the type is turned to the

correct position, and set by the re-instructed

finger. The wrong-end-first position of the

type is, moreover, no impediment to the

compositor, who reads l * l>aek\vards
"

and

"upside-down*' as Avell as other people regu-

larly read from left to right. Hence it is to

nsidered, that, although an employment

of distinctly co-operative physico-mental ac-

tivity, it U les.-cncd in degree as such by the
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facility with which its processes, in part,

inr mechanical. It is a <|iie>tion not

readily determin, <!. whether or not the per-

nicious ctl'ccts of the depressing power

lead and antimoiiial poix.iiin^ ( where? t hey

arc operative ). and of the hrat and unhealthy

;irrs mentioned, are the equivalents of

the gain derived to the compositor by her

power of making tlie work partially mechan-

ical : and so advantage and disadvantage bal-

ance each other, and leave the employment
a pure type of its class. An exceedingly

interesting feature of type-setting is the fact,

that it is understood, by first-chiss composi-

tors, that the element of memory enters

largely into, in fact becomes a governing

power in. the occupation, thereby changing

the direction and character of the mental

concentration. Having read her copy, it is

a ->ei ted that the compositor, if of good

memory, retains the sentence read, in mind,

follows eopy no more till a fresh sentence is

needed, and then concentrates all thought

upon retaining the sentence and the point
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in it, to which work has progressed, leaving

the eye free to go with the hand to the c

aiding the correctness and celerity of the

latter. It is plain, that, if such is the

mental process, the greater the retentive

power of memory (largely, of course, a

matter of training), the more freely and rap-

idly the work may go on, the true concentra-

tion being upon the two points mentioned ;

viz., the general retention of the sentence,

and the place reached therein by the com-

positor.

It is proper to note, moreover, in this con-

nection, that a compositor who is quick of

perception, and is skilled in grammatical

construction, punctuation, etc., is able to

perform her work with much less fatigue

than one of slower comprehension and

accomplishment. Finding that the fore-

going views, as to the part played by mem-

ory, and the degree of skill in perception,

grammar, etc., were fully recognized, it

became a matter of much interest to confirm

them by actual experiment and inquiry. A
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well-established case \vas found to be famil-

iar to the older com: it<>r

who had been an k *

expe; Miing totally

'. luit continuing his work by havii;

to read Ion- <

<>pv to him,

his cultivated powers of retention 1-

rkable; and it was found that his proofs

.in the main, as correct as those of his

fellows. Desirous of determining the real

6 of this claim, a lady compositor

fully hlindfolded ; and, the copy being

read to her, it was found that the work could

undoubtedly be thus performed, though -with

not quite the same correctness as ordinarily,

hut more rapidly, and resulting in greater

fatigue. The statement of the operator was

to the effect, that her whole concentration of

mind was upon the two points already men-

tioned, the retention of the copy, and her

place in it; and this concentration she con-

sidered quite equivalent in demand to that

required by the slower process of setting

with the eyes open, stating that she mi

the aid in keeping the place, obtained by the

8*
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hurried glance upon the state of progress in

the composing-stick. Whatever ameliorating

circumstances it may possess, in any or all

of the ways mentioned, it is evident that

type-setting is an employ exacting an un-

usual degree of mental concentration and

energy, with great rapidity of manipulation ;

and, as such, if previous hypotheses have

been correct, cannot fail to have a marked

effect upon the health of its female opera-

tives. Let us see how these hypotheses are

borne out by the facts, as variously obtained.

Mr. M
, brought up in the business

from a boy, now engaged in it for eighteen

years, having worked in offices with female

compositors ranging from one to twenty in

number, and including from two to three

hundred in his observation, states,

"Few girls can continuously set more than five

thousand ems per day, while men will set from seven

to eight thousand
;
not because the girl is not qu'

in movement and perception, for she is, but because

she cannot ' stand it,' she is not strong cin.u^li. It

seems to be the back that gives out. Girls cannot
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work more than i-i^hf boon I>
it up :

know it, an. I ih.-y ran-ly will
;
and even this s.-<-ms to

'

pull tin-in do\\ii.' BO that it is extr.'iifly rap- tliat a

tfirl continue* mmv than a few years at tin- business."

Mr. Ii-- , I'.nvman of a large

:di>huuMit, says,

"Girls must sit at the case.' I never know but

on.- \\oiuan, and she a strong, vigorous Irishwoman

oi unusual height, who could stand at the rase lik<- a

man. F. -male compositors, as a rule, are sickly, suf-

much from backache, headache, weak limbs,

t'.-malc weakness.' "

Mr. D-- , the publisher of a well-known

periodical, says,

" I havo had hundreds of lady compositors in my
employ ;

and they all exhibited in a marked manner,

both in tin- way tln-y performed their work and in its

iv-ults, the difference in physical ability between

thi'iuselves and men. They cannot endure the pro-

d close attention and confinement which is a great

part of type-setting. I have few girls with me more

than two or three years at a time
; they must have

vacations, and tlny break down in health rapidly. I

know no reason why a girl could not set as much type

as a man, if sh<- were as strong to endure the demand

on mind and body."
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Miss J
,
a lady compositor, says,

"We cannot stand at the 'case.' It increases

back and head ache, and weakness of limbs, as well

as a dragging weight about the hips. I have been at

this work five years, but have been frequently ol>

to give up for vacations, from peculiar troubles and

general debility. I began to menstruate when four-

teen
;
I am now twenty-two. I was well until I had

si-t type a y.'ar, when I began to be troubled with

difficult periods, and have been, more or less, ever

since. When I go away, I get better
; but, as often

as I return to my work, I am troubled again. Have

wholly lost color, and am not nearly as fleshy and

heavy as when I began work. I have now a good

deal of pain in my chest, and some cough, which

increases if I work harder than usual. I am wrll

acquainted with many other lady compositors who

suffer as I do."

Miss S , a lady long in charge of the

"
composing-room

"
(female department) of

a large printing establishment, testifies,

* * I was myself a compositor, and have had scores

of girls under me and with me, many of whom I have

known intimately. I have no hesitation iu E

that I think I never knew a dozen lady compo.-

who were ' well.
' Their principal troubles are i
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, |.;iiu in ban

I have known

,
into otlr-r em] than to contimi" in the

business. Many Beam ! .vim;

th" l>iiM!ie>s; luil I have known s.'vrral who have

;ed and died of consumption.' ami

always troubled with '

l'-inal complaints.' I know a

number who h ive mani-d, and have children, most

of thi-iii seemingly bright and healthy, (iirls can-

not .staml at tin 1 case liki- nn-n. and ou.^ht not to try to

work, if it can !. lu'lp-d, at C ilods. I think

tin- heat and ill-ventilation of our rooms is bad for us

all."

Dr. (1-- , a physician in one of the sub-

urbs of Boston, gives his evidence as fol-

lo\vs :

" I have had several cases of menorrhagia (profuse

menstruation), a few of retarded or difficult m-'iistni-

ati. n. and a single case of type-poisoning, in female

ositors. Th -y all tell me that the work produces

;>-he and headach", uith mor-- or l--ss trouble

]> -rii'ilk-ally. The case of poi>on was an int'-r>tin^

and
}.
roved itself such conclusively. As often

as the -irl would leave her work fora time, her un-

rable symptoms uould entirely remove: just as

he took up the types a-ahi, th.' trouMe \\ a.s
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renewed. It is an employment requiring so close

confinement, and such careful attention, that I am at

no loss to understand its effects."

Mr. H ,
an employe* of the govern-

ment printing office at Washington, informs

us,

" I have known a good many of our girls in the

composing-rooms here in the city; and quite a number

that I have known have come here into the work

strong and healthy-looking girls, and have gone ,

in a few years, pale, thin, and sick. I know, fn>m

conversation with some of them, that the work \\\

them as women, and they cannot continue the work

long without suffering. I should say, that perhaps

their pleasure-seeking after work as halls, parties,

etc. has a bad effect too; but all do not follow that

Dr. B ,
a physician to dispensary pa-

tients, says,

" I have seen quite a number of female type

ters who were suffering from uterine troubles and dis-

turbed menstrual conditions. I think that these, with

obstinate constipation, and occasional cystitis (intlani-

mation of bladder), are their chief troubl
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!i'-M<l:i-lii-.' Mind :tiul body are

Hi -<l to act so .juirkly in tliat work, that I am

ir|.ri>-l at HOT its, particularly in young

IU'1 fully

It will be seen from the foregoing, that

tin- female compositors thniiM-I\-s, their

employers and a . * ho superin-

tend tin-in, and their physicians, all agree to

the dVccts of the lalior, and the latter recog-

nize the cause. Although subject to modify-

ing, and to a certain degree puzzling, cir-

cuniManres, then' can, apparently, be no

doiiltt of the relation existing between t\

setting, as an employment possessing the

phyMco-meiital draft, and the conditions

found to exist in those devoted to it. Count-

ing ii, then-lure, as an interest ing and con-

clusive illustration of the physico-mental

inlliience upon the peculiar function of wo-

man, and leaving our suggestions concerning

it to a further consideration, we pass to the

review of an occupation still more closely a

type of Concentrated mental and physical

Go-operation.
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TELEGRAPHY.

Those at all familiar with the demands

upon the nervous energy and manipulative

dexterity required by the processes of tr

rapliy will not be surprised that the rapid-

ity, readiness of perception and response,

sensitiveness to "time," close attention to

the "
delivery

"
of the instrument, manual

celerity, and often simultaneous action in

"receiving," counting, writing, and -'check-

ing," are found to exert upon the general

and special health of the youthful
"
lady

operator" a most positive and rapidly injuri-

ous effect. That it has not more widely

attained a reputation as a "non-salubrious"'

employ, is due to the faets, that tlioM- en-

gaged in its most responsible, and then -fore,

most hurtful positions, are with very

exceptions safely past the forming period,

are confirmed in their possession of wo-

manly attributes; and those of impressible

years are usually employed in "branch

offices,
"

etc., places that do not exact that

continuity or concentration in their \\uik
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that main office^, etc., must have. T

l.ein^ the laeis, it is doubly in
S,

to

tind, that, so purely is the occupation

of the physico-mental activity type, thai

thou-h in the oue case the labor is inter-

mittent, an<l permissive of rest, and in the

other the operator lias passed (he elimacteric,

the demands for concentration and co-opera-

tive alert ne- ^reat, that both suffer in

health in a marked and universally recog-

ni/.ed manner. It is but fair that the con-

^raim-d posture, sedentary habit, obstinate

and eontirmed constipation, and over-heat of

th<- rooms, which very generally affect the

op. rator, should be given due place in the

causative effects of this recognized disturb-

of health; but to the character of the

work itself is the great proportion of the

n-Milt due.

While, therefore, this particular avenue of

employ cannot be looked upon as one of tl

a fleeting, to a wide extent, the peculiar sexual

function in funning girls, from the fact that

comparatively i'e\v Mich are employed therein,
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it is of great interest, as establishing in a

marked manner the soundness of the princi-

ple put forth, that, from a rapid exercise of

concentrated mental and physical em

there occurs the most emphatic effect upon

the function in consideration. Wherever

young girls are called upon to engage in

full requirements of a busy office, or expt-ri-

ence a sudden increase of labor and re-

sponsibility, the effect on the econom

immediately apparent, and especially in the

direction of the menstrual result, if contem-

poraneous.
" It is the common thing," says the super-

intendent of a line, "for young beginners,

those promoted to larger offices, and those

placed suddenly upon responsible }

suffer a degree of physical prostration imnu--

diately thereafter; and I have noticed this

to be proportionate to the age and

habit of the individual." Numerous inqui-

ries of operators, in a score of offices, 1.

produced the unvarying answer to the q

tion,
" How long can you stand this employ
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in a I >usy office?" " Not over a year, with-

out a good vacation of at least a month."

Indeed, thai this U BO, lln' mana^-rs of the

principal lines seem to recognize, inasmuch

as a momhV vacation i- alh>\\ rd their %t

oper-

I

"
in eaeh year : though it is to In- greatly

!. that, even for BC hey will

make no t'nriln-r allowance, compelling the

n it' even a day or two more,

however iinpcraiivcly demanded by illness,

i.s taken.

On In-ill^ interrogated as to the special

causes and effects of prostration in telegraph-

offices, i In- tir>t nply of nearly all young

ly operators," perhaps not unnaturally,

is to the e fleet, that the close confinement,

-heat of rooms, and position, are princi-

pally operative; but more direct inquiry,

i\il ling out the more active and self-examin-

ing thought, invariably produces the reply,

that the -nervous debility,"
u cold feet and

hot head," and diz/y headaehe, make up a

good part of the results; while particular

inquiry, in a large proportion of cases, estab-
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lislies the fact, always, in the larger off:

that menstruation occurs more frequently

than it ought.

When it is known, that, in the average

business of a large city office, a "
lady opera-

tor" often receives a string of messages with

the ear, writes them as they come with her

right hand, counts them with her eye, checks

them with her left hand, and answers her

"O. K." to the sender, it will be readily

understood that the interplay of nervous

influences must be of the most rapid and

haustive character ; because, however expert

the operator may become, she can never be-

come purely automatic : mental concentration

must be drawn upon to the full. A "
lady

operator," many years in the business, said

to me,

"I have broken down several times, completely

worn out, suffering from sheer nervous debility. I

had * turned of age
'

safely, and was well in this ancf

every other particular when I entered the office : since

I broke down the first time, I have never been

4

right,' though much improved when out on my va-
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I could not have continued as long as I

have, if it had not been th:it I havr mged

about iu small offices, and have been part of tli>

in charge of rooms."

Another said,

" Our girls all come to us looking bright, fi

and ruddy ; but it is not long before they lose

and strength srrms to go with it. AVhilc I think it

a nice occupation, and l>-ttT than standing in stores

or working in mills, it would be much better if vaca-

tions could bo better arranged, and the confinement

lessened."

Miss , for several years in charge of

tin- iVinnlr department of one of the largest

offices in the country, testified,

"One year is as long as one can work in a busy office

without a good vacation. The confined position, con-

stipation, hrat, and dizzy headache, I think, are the

most noticeable troubles of *

lady operators
' who are

4

grown up.
' The hours are too long for such strained

employment. From right, A.M., to six, P.M.. with only

an hour for dinner, makes too l,,n^ a day for the kind

rk. I am sorry to say some of our girls eat

their lunch in the room, not going out at all. A wo-

9*
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man can do as mu^h as a man in this business, and

do it as well, but does not get the same pay for it. A
skilful *

lady operator' here will sometimes have

from two hundred to two hundred an<l thirty mes-

sages a day ;
but she could not stand that rate more than a

month. Most of our chief-office '

lady operators
' are

from twenty-three to twenty-four years old: our young-

est is twenty-three. They generally begin to Irani

from sixteen to eighteen years of age, and the ?/

est, of course, feel it most. I think, that, with those of

our age, the chief menstrual trouble is with its occur-

ring too often."

An inquiry of those among female opera-

tors who more properly came within thu

designation of "
forming

"
has developed

some curious and interesting results.

Miss C., a "
lady operator

"
nineteen years

of age, located at an office in a quiet town

on one of our railroad lines, owing to an

accident on the line, had her office suddenly

besieged for an entire day and int< th

by an unprecedented business, taxing li

the utmost. It occurred just at a "peculiar

period:
"
a complete suppression resulted, and

a general prostration ensued, from which
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lias slowly and imperfeetly, as yet, re-

ed.

On k> election ni-lit
"

the demand upon

operators is, of course, unusually heavy; and

:al of the female operators at large cen-

iiat, for some days after, their

6 of debility is i^reat. In two cases the

perindieity was notably (list urbed l>y this or

any other unusual requirement of the work,

JUM ])i\
vious to the time of normal recurrence.

It not infrequently happens that siekness

of an operator, or other contingency, requires

the iran-fer of a young operator from her

10 one of greater responsibility

and more exacting duties; and in such cases

the operators are quite liable to find that a

Merable disturbance of their periodical

function occurs. Whenever a young opera-

I to one of the chief offices,

ially if a person of nervous tempera-

ment, ii ! responsibility and ner-

vous agitation (unless a person of unusual,

confidenee and poise") will not infrequently

MOD a disturbance of this diameter more
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or less prolonged. The weight of evidence

would seem to indicate, that, with those of

the "
forming-period," the result of such in-

fluences is to repress and retard ; while, with

those of maturer years, it is to render more

frequent and profuse. It is to be regretted

that it is not readily possible to more com-

pletely separate the other deleterious influ-

ences, as posture, confinement, etc., from the

distinct operation of the physico-mental con-

centration and activity. A review, however,

of the foregoing, indicates conclusively

that,

Though the extent of the employ of

"
forming

"
girls is not wide, wherever occur-

ring, the results are those declared, and

exactly such as we should expect from the

class of influence at work ;

That this type of influence exerts its spe-

cific effects, even upon those more advanced

in ye"ars ; and,

Its results are more quickly realized than

those of any other influences tending towa id

the same channel of ill health.
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MAKIVG.

An observation of ; in age

from sixteen to forty, engaged Lnbasket-mak-

Ji labor rc(juirin;4' wonderful rapidity

of manipulation, Allowed, thai, in half a

dozen new operatives placed upon the work

in a well-ventilated, light, and cheerful

room,

1. Five lost in weight in the first week

appreciably; the remaining one, a slower per-

son, apparently not at all.

2. The youngest lost the largest per cent

of weight.

3. Two, one sixteen and another eighteen,

ricnced disturbance of the menstrual

fu in ! ion in the first month of employ, though

previously regular.

4. The slow person began to lose weight

appreciably on the fourth week, when her

motions had quickened.

5. The decrease in weight continued with

all (though there was no diminution of appe-

liu- or general health specially noticeable)

for from four to six weeks
; when, the move-
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ments of the digits having become more

mechanical, it ceased, and the weight re-

mained rsseniially unchanged for a few weeks,

varying with individuals, from one to three,

when in four of the six it increased percepti-

1 >1y, in the other two slightly. The oj

of this department state, that a change in the

shape of their work, requiring for a time

more concentrated thought, will, if it occur

at that juncture, effect sometimes a disturb-

ance of the catamenial function. In all,

familiarity with the work tends to remove

the difficulty.

THE COUNTING OF MONEY, ETC.

The continuous counting of money or cer^-

tain other artieles, conducted as a regular em-

ployment, presents, perhaps, the purest :

of manipulative celerity, co-operative witli

extreme mental concentration, known to in-

i gators. It has, moreover, the especial

characteristic that only to a very slight

degree, if at all, can it be made "mechani-

cal." It cannot be performed um:<>nsri<>



H)7

lut demands consta ilance and alert

il reciprocity.

SaiUlieil ;h:t n pursuit BO cut irely repiv-

Hi'- mental conccii! ration, with

rapid physical manipulation, could not

fail of producing a marked efl'eei upon such

-iris of M
forming" age as should lie employ, M!

in. imjuiry was made at tin- ruitc<l

Sta!'
'

.-.isury at AVasliin^lnii, in the

dcjiartment
"

of which some

thirty ladies are constantly employed in

counting "currency." This counting is of

i one denomination at a time only ;

i.e.. a
j

.. r>on counting
kk t.-ns

"
counts tens

only for the time hein;4 ; and one upon
k -

1'it't ics
" handles only pieces of that de>igna-

tion: hence the pieces, and not the amount,

arc counted, the number of pieces multi-

plied by the denomination, of course, gi

the result in dollars and cents. Tin- skill

.ired in this department i< truly wonder-

ful, some of those employed counting millions

of pieces per year. Let any one take a few

hundred pieces of currency, and attempt to
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count them as rapidly as possible, and it will

be found that not only is the manual move-

ment exceedingly rapid, but that the mental

concentration is most intense, monotonous,

and unremitting ; while the result attained,

even at the utmost endeavor, is not very

great. It will hence be readily understood,

that in the constant employ at this occupa-

tion there must of necessity be a most ex-

hausting draft upon the mental and physical

forces. Exactly such is found to be tin;

case ; and this pursuit, which, it will be

seen, combines, to a degree that no other we

have considered does, the several special

influences of mental depression, concentra-

tion, alertness, continued exercise, and

monotony, exercises its deleterious power

upon the periodicity of its followers in the

way and with the rapidity that we should

expect.

Miss , the lady longest in the employ

of the department, and in charge of the

"counting" (over thirteen years), BtJ

that,



OBJ

I 'ho twirls usually come

rosy ami healthy: hut they very soon g;

and pale-cheeki-d. and soon begin to require m<>:

06. Wh< n tht-y tii->t h Lrin the work, th'-y

all sit very straight, and count very fast, alt 1m

,s conns.'! tin-in against the fa>t counting; l'

One has OV.T y t nnl.-rtak.-n it that did not break-

down, if y'iin;_r. Gradually th-y learn to count

, lnit they cannot continue in the work but a

slu-rt time. The si. -km-ss and absence become more

frequent, and by and by they are obliged to !

altogether. We have those over fifty, and one of sixty

.iployed; and they are the only ones, irltk

IH rhtijia (i simjlc far/*//Vw, who do not seem to feel the

effect

"\\hat is the exception?" Answer.

\\'e have a young lady who counts easily, and looks

off hor work more or less, and is not in general so

closely confined to her work as the others, and does

not seem to feel it as much as they."

Q. "Do you consider that she can do her work
4

mechanically/ then?" A. " She thinks she can."

Q.
" Do you ?

" A. " We do not find her work

as correct.
' '

Q.
" You would hardly be willing to trust it?

"

A. "We do not."

Q.
" Have you satisfied yourself of the way, the

direction, in which this steady and concentrated labor

10
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upon your young ladi ^4. "
They all

less from headaches, severe backaches,

debility, and c *n, but all the younger <

particularly, from too frequent and profuse return of

th'ir mens-s. T think this last the worst feature
; for,

as soon as that begins, they lose color, grow nervous

and feeble, are often absent, and suffer along till

'give up.'
"

Q.
" Are there any influences connected with the

work other than those which, as we see, are part of

it, thai net badly on the employees?" A. "Our

rooms are fearfully hot, most unhealthily so, I

think ; and of course the stoop which a girl soon

1, as well as her sitting so long in one

tion. No other unhealthy
' influences.'

'

Q.
" You consider, then, that the very charact

the work is surely and rapidly prejudicial t<> the

ln-ulth of the young women engaged in it, and

cially on account of their sex ?
" A .

"
Yes, I do

;
and

Hi y cannot remain it but a very short time. It told

upon me severely when I b-gan. and 1 was matured

when I began; and, if I had been at the counting, I

could not have remained."

The counting of " strands" of rattan, used

in u
cane-seating

"
furniture, etc., i^ an

])l()\inent which. led on at Wakefield
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:m<l Fitchhur.:. M.I -.. employ > a
'

imml.rr nf women and
girls.

Tin- work

istfl in raeh nf tin- drawing

rapidly and rontinu <\n a large roll

nf tangled strands, ju>! as received '

the c -

hatrheling
"

mat-Line, nne nr nmrc

nf i hoc Strips,
and >t rai-'lii t-uin^ it, j. hieing

thnn on a p.-- upon ihr wall, so arninged

tluil the strand length ran hr measured

as it lianas: and snl)sr<|iirntly counting

thrni off into l)iindlrs. the latlrrparl bring

prrfonni-d with u'lvat rapidity. There is

no aid to the counting except that each

.itivr Irarns, in time, ahont how many
hrr right hand will hold; for, as she holds

thr loose bundle of strands in her left,

shr traiisfn-s thrm, with a swift, sliding

moiinn, undrr thr thumb of the right, until

thr hand is full, thnvby in time acquiring

a genrral idra of about how many it would

usually contain. The allied mental and

ph\>iral demands of thr process itself are

closely similar to those of money-counting,

but the labor has the additional exhau-
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characteristic that it is performed stand-

ing.*

An inquiry among those engaged in (his

department, and into the factory record of

those who have been so employed, establishes

the following :

Young girls of the forming period are

not now put upon the work at all, it having

been found that it was impossible for them

to continue it long.

With those of more advanced age, the

menopause is more or less affected, the

* "The same causes of ill health, physical and mental,

which obtain in many schools, ami which to my mind are

very efficient in mischief to the developing woman, are

found, as we all know, in shops and factories, in constant

operation, and in the most a^ravated form. I o<>:

those employments which require prls from twelve to

twenty to stand at the counter or loom from eijjht to

twelve hours a day, week in and week out, as little short

of suicidal, murderous perhaps I should say. Tab!.

fiursery girls, in hotels and city houses, are notable sub-

jects of monorrha.ur ia, ana-mia, chlorosis, and often of

tc.riral excitement or melancholia. These things ar

ti-rs of experience to every phvMeian, though hard to

:it in statistical form." THEO. \V. I. I >. :

Letter to author.



OBJECTIVE.

eral distiirhanee hein^ in tin- n f

ine-iinrrha^ia, or profuse menstruation.

The more advanced toward matured adult

life (he indhidual, the 1. ei (or she is able to

endure the hardship of the employ.

There :;d suffering with those SO

I,
from persistent headache, dropsical

affections, and severe dyspepsia; while not

infrequent uterine inflammations and dis-

plaeeinent have come under my own knowl-

edge among the operatives in this depart-

ment.

Few have been able to follow it for any
;h of time, and these not continuously;

the duration of employ being closely pro-

portionate to the maturity of the individual.

A casual inquiry among stenographers has

assured me, that, although a vocation ad-

miral ly adapted in many of its features for

the exercise of female ability, and embracing

demands for the deft celerity, with the ready

perception and appreciation of women ;
its

requirements of concentration and "nervous
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force are such, as well as considerable phys-

ical endurance, that women shrink from

it, although the demand for skilled stenog-

raphers is daily greater. The Unite'

census of 1870 shows that only three had thus

far established themselves as sneh. One of

the most expert of this class in the country

uives it as his opinion, that " constant cm-

ploy therein would inevitably break a ymin^

woman down in a short time." It certainly

ignificant, that an employment v,

general characteristics, associations, and pe-

cuniary return may be said to be so enticing

to women should not have attracted to its

ranks larger numbers, when the field i

wide. Were it not that its effects, and the

difficulty of securing success therein without

incurring them, have become recognized, it

certainly would seem that its labors would

have been far more widely adopted.

SEWIN(;-M.VCII INK LABOR.

The several branches of industry hi;

idered have all been such as have their
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physical requirement^ principally met l.y the

labor of ihr hands aloi pt sudi in-

volvement of pedal power as was embraced

in standing, walking, etc.) ; but, in

inacliinc use, \\c have an employ calling in:o

the aeti\e .service of the j'eet and

r limbs, which, as more closely allied io

MS involved in nien>t niation. and to a

lit enjoying the same vascular

sysu-iii. may lie consi.l.Tcd us jM.sscssinga new

relay of interest. \Vhile all the ]>nr>nits dwelt

upon have been characterized l>y a greater or

ree of disadvantage in posture, in

the use of the sewing-machine this di>ud van-

is rather aggravated than otherwise.

There is no need to enlarge upon the extent

of its use, or to state that the use of power-

pn>pellcd machines does not fall under re-

view
;
nor will it be necessary, in view of the

nstive examinations ol' the subject by
( i uibout,* Decaisne,f Nichols, | and others, to

* Paper before "Soc. Mddicale des Hopituux."

t Ann. 1'H >'. 1'iiL. 1^70. iM Ber. v.l. xxxvi.

J Dr. A. II. Ni.-hnls, M Rep. Board of Health, Mass.
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do more than adapt their findings to the

place they properly hold in relation to the

results we are considering.

While the investigations of Guibout are

characterized, on the one hand, by an exagger-

ation of the injurious influences incideu

s< -wing-machine use, and those of Decai

on the other hand, by a too slight regard for

these influences (though his inquiries were

extended), the more nearly trustworthy de-

ductions of Dr. Nichols * establish a series of

" conclusions
" which expose a grave degree

of harm. The comprehensive question asked

by Dr. Nichols of his correspondents was,

"Have you observed any injury to health

from the use of sewing-machines used by

foot-power ? If so, please to send us all the

information you may have on the subject."

Replies were received from one hundred

and thirty-eight correspondents, representing

one hundred and twenty towns in Massachu-

setts, and several in other States.

* Dr. A. H. Nichols, 3d Rep. Board of Health, Mass.
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Eighty report more or less ill effects <>!>-

served l>y them ; the l>alunce, gi\ itive

ail. i i'til answers, were mainly from towns

where the machines were n>ed only in pri-

vah- families, etc. My own analysis of the

publi-hed replies Allows ihat sixty-nine phy-

sicians replied to the query. Of this nuni-

y-four answered in an emphatic

manner, declaring the results to be un-

doubted upon the organs of menstruation

and the function itself; four, only, held nega-

tive views: while the remainder assigned to

the use other results indirectly operative to

the same end.

I quote a few only, taken at random from

the many unequivocal statements of these

phvMcians as to the pernicious effects of this

industry.

REPLIES FROM MASSACHUSETTS PHYSICIANS.

A. "
Quite a number of cases, in which pain and

lunifiii'ss in the kirk ami tlii-hs, dyspepsia, leucor-

rhoea, vaginitis, and menorrhagia existed, I have attrib-

uted to their use."

B. "The most common disease I have seen is a
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chronic form of ovaritis, which it is impossible to

cure while the girl is at work."

C. " The use of the machine during menstruation

is especially injurious. I have even known a case

where a severe attack of ovaritis and retroflexion of

the uterus followed its use during a single menstrual

period."

D. * * I think I have observed a greater tendency to

dysmenorrhcea and other uterine troubles among
those who use the sewing-machine for a living than

among others."

E. " Cases of unmistakable injury, very frequent a

few years ago, causing marked irregularities of the

menstrual function, and their usual sequelce. The

almost universal introduction of steam-power

greatly diminished this class of cases."

F. " Constant and long-continued use of sev.

machines, moved by foot-power, tends to induce func-

tional diseases of the uterus. Three girls working in

the same shop ten hours daily, for two or three years,

now suffer from dysmenorrhoea, from which they were

formerly free."

Says a Boston physician* \vho for many

years has given special attention to the

gynn-1 "luuiral affections of women,

* Horatio I;. Btorer, M.D.. I^-rtnn- on I ,

before State Board of Health of California, p. 13.



The sewing-machine, that compound of blessing

and curse to woman, adds to the list of influences

fetae of disease, not only acting in s \. ral <,f

til.- ways suggested, by the l"ii_;-r<>iitiim.'d and con-

KtraiiH-d ]H-iti..ii ami fati^uiii^ nf the p.'lvic. mi;-

l.ut in an.th.-r. ii"t generally siilliciently aj

by \\hu-h a mental and dangerousdisquietude is origin-

ated and t-nliain-i-d ly the unintentional auto-stu[)ra-

tion."

Another well-known physician
* of Boston

writes :

'* I once observed many cases of debility, and pain

in spine and side, with now and then menstrual dis-

orders, in a shopful of sewing-machine girls, which

ceased to exist when steam was applied."

OTHER PHYSICIANS.

A. "I have invest i^atrd quite a number of cases

where diseases were produced by running sewing-ma-

chines by foot-power. Among these diseases, I have

noticed several cases of lameness of limbs and back,

menorrha'^ia, dysmenorrhoea, amenorrhoea, leucor-

rhoea, and displacements."

B. " I have no doubt whatever that this employ-

* Theo. W. Fisher, M.D.: Letter to the author.
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ment among females is more powerful and efficient in

tin 1

production of disease of various kinds in that

sex than almost all other causes combined."

To these expressions of physicians, pre-

sumably as safe a criterion of the real results

produced by the occupation as can be ob-

tained, Dr. Nichols has added numerous

varying experiences of the workwomen

themselves, which, though not as harmoni-

ous or positive in their findings, are suffi-

ciently so to make it certain that a grave

degree of peculiar disturbance is recognized

by them. The " conclusions
"
given by Dr.

Nichols are :

44 That the illnesses which most frequently pr

among professional operatives (as distinguished from

home operatives) making use of the treadle (foot-

power) are,

44
(a) Indigestion, attributable to the unhealthy

conditions in which they pursue their occupation,

particularly the impure atmosphere of the workrooms,

the sedentary employment, and want of open-air ex-

ercise.

44
(I) Muscular pains, affecting the lower limbs

and trunk, produced by the long-contii

: ili.- muscles.
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(') Diseases peculiar to women, aggravated by,

than causr.l |,y, tin-
\<\

\ tli-

jM-hii- organs, in. Inc. -.1 hy this exercise.

'(' i! d.'l.ility. I.y this is meant a >

hyncal i D ami nervous prostration

.i <>n i.y overwork."

Adding to those concln.Mons the single re-

mark, that my own ohservat ions and re\ ir\v

of tlicdata given would indicate a clas>ifica-

tion of these influences upon female ill health

as more decidedly "causative" than kt

ag-

Lnavatini:." the liclief may fairly be educed

th.Tcfrom, that in the enntinued use of the

sewing-machine by foot-power, there resides

a source of special functional disturhance in

women, which is extensive in its reach, and

races overwork, often under bad sani-

tary surroundings, lahor to which much of

the monotony and unremitting character in-

cident to most machine-work attaches, and

muscular activity coupled with u considera-

ble degree of mental concentration : this

last being in an intermediate degree to that

required I.y factory machinery, and that

ll
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required by the telegraph instrument. The

evidence of the direct influence of this

cies of employ upon the eatamenial fun<

is notably abundant, and raises the query, if

the fact of pedal rather than manual muscu-

lar power as here involved is the real cause

of a greater effect ; or, whether the simpler

methods of argument cause those affe

(by localizing the energy in closer relation

to the parts seen to be most influei

infer an injury that they would be sl\\

recognize when remote agents, as the hand,

are active, and the brain must be summon -d

to greater participation to produce the eiV

As an employment still enlisting the l,i

of large numbers of young women of the

ages we are considering, notwithstanding the

very considerable introduction of .^team-

power to its uses, it is well worthy the .

sideration of the economist and le^ish,

for from its ranks the offices of wife and

mother are filled to no mean degree, fe^

the class continuing many years in i

while those engaged therein are. as a rule,
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of different fibre from those of faetnry labor,

ami do not like them rai>e up ami per;

moceeding -eiieraiinns of employees for

tin- same work.

\\'e may fairly conclude, from the fore-

going testimony ami data from the various

channels <>f industry,

/'//. That a Mire and swift result must

follow t. the immature female whenever she

in an employ ivipiirin^ mental and

physical concentration and celerity.

cond, That the disturbance will be pro-

portionate, in the rapidity of its advance and

;ee, to the derive of concentration, celer-

ity, and continuity of employ.

TJiiril, Thai its most active and most bale-

ful el'l'ei ts will be upon the functions peculiar

to the sex.

\Vhatsoever, therefore, in industry, exerts

th'-e influences (whose present and prospec-

tive and almost unending results we have

pointed out ), demands the exercise of all

auity, wisdom, and care, to secure its

alleviation and removal. Certain of the em-
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ployments of women include these evils from

seeming present necessity ; but it bec<

tin.- duly of all to direct their studious al

tion thereto, if perchance a relief may l>e

found ; while for other forms of employ only

the false notions that exist need to be over-

thrown, to banish at least some of their at-

tendant evils.



PART III.

SUGGESTIVE.

" The commonwealth i< to take necessary measures for

the protection of public health. ami t< secure society

against whatever may bo a public nuisance or a

public peril." MULFORD: TheNation,p. 286.

I HAVE intimated that the exactions of

rk-d views of life, the consequent dis-

aiTanuviKriit of economic adjustments, und

woman's own mistaken amlutions have in-

ilii-ted upon IHT a position in industrial toil

1'orri^n to ill-- true intent of IKT hi-ing. In

l>ru'f, >hc mn>t now lalior i'or hn-ud in the

same ii-ld with nu-n, and, so doing, falls

short of, is outside 1

,
her true 1 and hi;

il.iliti.-s and ].rivileges. What, th n.

- 7 and how may the designed condition,

11* 125
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so far as industry is concerned, be brought

about ? Says Mandsley :
*

" Could we in imagination trace mankind 1

1 along the path stretching through the ages, on

which it has gone forward to its present height

ami complexity of emotion, and suppose each new

emotional element to be given off at tl

was acquired, we should view a road along which the

adits of our high, special, and complex f

were scattered, and should reach a starting-point of

;

rimitive instincts of self preservation and propa-

tion.

44 In the first place, a proper regard to the phy

nature of women means attention given, in their

training, to their peculiar functions, and to th-ir

fore-ordained work as mothers and nurses of children.

Whatever aspirations of an intellectual kind tli- .

have, they cannot be relieved from th<-
i

I of those offices so long as it is thought necessary that

mankind should continue on earth."

For woman is reserved, therefore, the dis-

tinctive glory and honor of the chief agency

in the perpetuity, development, and training

of ln-r raev. To a distinction so dignil;

* Sex in Mind and Education, Henry Muinlsk-y, M.I>.
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position so ennobling, the hi ttthrone-

nirnr i> littin-l to le accord

says Gaskell, * would t.-nd more to

: tin; moral condition of tin- population tiian the

:i of woman to her proper social rank; noth-

reise greater influence upon tin-, form

an<l UTO \\th of li.-r 'iV-priiiL,
r than her devotion to

tln><,' \\oiiianlyoccupations which \voul<l n-ndi-r IKT a

d.'hi/.-n of home. No i^rrat sl-p can he made till she

is 8natch"d from unremitting toil, and made uliafc

nature meant she should be, the centre of a system

of social delights. Domestic avocations are those of

h'-r peculiar lot. The poor man who suffers his wife

to work, separated from him and from home, is a bad

calculator."

To lu-ing woman to the position she should

hold in the world's work, is hence but to

:nize her, in the fullest sense, as the

c-iistodian and cxpoiu-nt of powers and prin-

riph's of paramount importance, not only

to tin* well-being, but to tin- very existence

of the race. Sex, God-implanted, imperative

for the very possibility of being, claims for

*
Op. cit. p. 160.
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itself more than ordinary recognition : it

demands the most enlarged consideration.

Woman, as we have seen, holds in indi:

a position inconsistent and incompatible

with the coeval possession of her true plane.

To take things as they arc, and without

creating disaster in the machinery of society,

to bring the female worker to the higher ]

of her intended vocation, is a problem not

easy of solution, and yet is the one that it is

all essential, if we are to retain our place

and nation, should receive a not tardy dem-

onstration. In the adaptation of edu< -annual

systems to the physiological needs of

forming girl, the measures to be taken

few and obvious. To re-adjust industr

the same basis, and to the same ends, inv

such an intricacy of detail, such an inn

tion of existing customs, and so en;ii

overthrow of the established order of th:

that any movement in this direction must be

exceedingly gradual, and at lack only the

edges of the great mass of err>r.

I may presume, therefore, only to oil-
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few SUgu NN hieh aim a! imp;.

'it inns in industry ; Imping

that in Borne I may have made hare,

for {'. ! of more stal\\ ii'en, the

and fibres that hind us to degeneracy

and decay.

That for years to come, our girls of form-

ing age will continue from necessity to enter

the various lines of industry, there can be no

doubt. And, so long as it is a necessity im-

1 by the duty of bearing the burden of

self-support that else must fall unduly o'n

others, the toil becomes a dignity; and, so

Inn;.; as it he lmnest, ennobles the laborer.

Hrm -e the dignity of labor is universal; and

there is no rightful pride of superiority

which one form may exercise over another,

so long as the one engaged in is the best for

-which the individual is fitted, for the result

to herself and society. The book-keeper

trained to that employ has no right of supe-

riority over the sewing-machine girl trained

to that work, by virtue of the more distinct-

ively mental character of her pursuit. lUit
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there is a comparison that may rightful!;.

and shmild IK- drawn, between these employ-

ments of women; and it is ha.-ed solely

on their respective effects on the health of

the operative. It is to such a distinction, as

affecting wages, hours, and the pe.

of labor of employees, that we look i

,
measure of good to the workiiiL^irl. A

scientific gradation of pursuits as to their

salubrity or non-salubrity, their physiolo.

effects, will sooner or later In- effected, and

govern, to a great degree, the participation

therein of the forming female. The influ-

ences *
affecting moral conditions in various

* While these - have l>een .L
r

"ini; through the

. I have re.civcd a letter from a widely-!,

physician in one of the large manufacturing cities of this

. in which, speaking of tin- evil effects of moral and

jihysical disregard in the want of privies, ,r the 1>ad loca-

tion thereof, he says, "A trip to I. to examine the

closets of the workshops of this place would pay,

or, rather. general lack of all convenience in

for women am' girK I am satisfied that a very

large proportion of di-e^e in our L female popi:

is due to the fact that so few facilities are afforded \\

to attend to calls of nature.
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parahle i'mm d.-linifo

physical and physieo-nmnil

!o\rd tin-rein, will, aKo, undoubtedly

OOme in for a miich-ncrdrd share of con-

ralioii.

It has not been diilii-ult. to discover and

point out the errors and evils that attend

upon the several forms of employ, and that

operate a'_;.iin-t tin- health, happiness, and

1 1 ness of \vomcH. To suggest the reme-

dies lor these is obviously a matter of no

small moment, and not easy of accomplish-

ment.

As there art* basis principles of health,

which are affected, as we have seen, by these

i i ions of employ, so are there basis prin-

"I am equally satisfied, from the fact, that in shops

where a water-closet is so e\pi-r.l that women must l>o

seen l>y all the men when they enter, that that alone h:H

a l>al moral influence upon them. I knir it; ami in ;i

eon vernation I had in my office to-day, with a szirl of

riu'htren, who suffered severely from constipation, and

inflammation of the liladder (that hein.^ her usual haliin,

liar, in her shop, the men could see

ur irl that visited the do-ict, and that therefore none

but (he f.,nl -iris won!.'.
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ciples of error which lie at the root of all

brandies of wrong.

I believe that the grave mistakes of our

labor system, as affecting the class of fern

considered, are,

First, That we employ those therein

whose years absolutely prohibit their being

employed at labor at all.

Second, That their hours of labor are too

long ; and,

Third, That we sadly neglect the meas-

ures that are adaptable to insure a correct

sanitary condition of our operatives during

their labor.

Under one or the other of these cardinal

forms of error, all the specific evils of differ-

ent occupations or circumstances will ar-

range themselves.

No child or young person of either sex,

under the age of fifteen years; should

ngaged in any form of industrial employ

necessitating absence from school, 01

on vital energy. The normal p<ition of

those of that age is in the work of ed
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tion
;
and. until this

:

.1. the nation

and individuals must suffer
;

and

future lo-s, LoBfl of bodily \i;_;'or, without

which a nation niu>t die; loSfl of knowl-

. which Lfl powei bO upbuild, to k

to develop: i the hi-her values that

belong to the nobler parts of our being, and

that cannot expand in a soul or body

dwarfed and exhausted by the gross de-

mands of purely animal existence.

But it is object I'd, it; can be clearly shown

in this Commonwealth, that while it is true,

that the money in savings banks, to a con-

siderable extent, belongs to laboring people,

little of it would be there if it were not for

the labor of women and children, the wives

and offspring of laboring men ; indeed, that,

without their assisting labor, it is proved

that the average laborer could not make the

year meet. Granted ; and yet

my proposition is nevertheless of full force,

and tor two reasons :

JFYrx/, Because it is plain that there is an

error in that price and form of labor that will

12
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not permit a man to support his family in

comfort without drawing on the vital po-

of those to whom we must look to make his

place good, and to not only carry on, but im-

prove upon, the work of society.

Second, Because we can never afford to

set a price upon body and soul ; and any bar-

ter of strength, happiness, and knowh

for mere money-return, is an exchange that

will surely rob us in the long-run.

Is it true, as scientists* tell us, that 11

is a progressive decline and deterioration in

the mental vigor and physical stability of our

people? We have to thank for it fcl

rors that exhaust the life of the fathers ami

mothers of coming generation-, to convert it

* " That there has been a decided change in f.

.i/ation in New KniJand within fifty or a hu:

. there can be no question. Formerly I

muscle, a larger frame, irreater fulness of form, ami

a better development of all tli- : hat are classed

under the sanguine and lymphatic temperaments. The

In-ain and nervoim system relatively \vere not >

Militant : i.< 'innnnonsly ,.r

al>ove any other class oi

ALLEN, M.D.: M of tlie Day, p. 78.
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by ;i base alchemy into present gold, a

gold th;i( by and b\ , like that of the 1'hn-

gian kin-, will he all there i-> to nll'.-r a-

i, aa homes, aa armies, aa thought-power,

and as happh.

'I'll--- hours of lalior arc tuo long, not t<>(>

long to earn a living in, I'm- they barely suf-

fice, as things now .-land, fr the juirj.ose;

hut too lone; f(,r the projuT physical good,

mental culture, and moral growth of th

involved. Tin- proper physical good is

peeially our concern. If the co-operative

in of lal>or ever reaches a general result

as favorable as that it- individual succe

would warrant a hope of, I believe there

may then be both time and an inclination

(not existing at its best in a worn Body and

tired mind) to regard those questions of per-

sonal cleanliness, diet, clothing, hygienic sur-

roui: :d physical development, now so

sadly di>regardcd by the working-classes,

wherever found. An hour more in the

morning for the young and forming female

(and that is where it may be most advanta-
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geously gained, as all labor investigators

agree) would save the necessity of ill-

cooked, hurriedly -eaten, badly -
dig-

breakfasts (made on hurriedly-prepan

in which tea holds a prominent place), un-

washed faces, neglect of nature's calls, hur-

ried passage to the place of employ, and a

disturbed, dissatisfied, and fermenting body
and mind, stomach and bruin. Get a right

conception and adoption of the true relation

of these things into the mind and liv*

working-people, and half the complainfs that

now arise, like those from the Israelites in

the desert, will cease, as did theirs, with the

right appreciation of the manna from

heaven.

Remedy these ills, and thereby elevate the

intrinsic character of working-girls, and a

large part of the invidious social <listin<-

made between brain-labor and hand-labor,

against the latter, will die a natural death.

An advanced intelligence and huinani:

yet to recogni/r, moreover, the adapt.

not only of the ri^lit strength, but the ri
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hours of employ, at the various proees-r

];il)or. There are occiipati \vhieh a

Hermits ]\n< no ri-ht to lal.or a full day,

and they should be1

graded as such, and

others in proportion: the hours of h

bein^ adjiiMed for the lal.or, just as the

sticn-ih of the individual should l>e adapted

to it.

It is not sought to raise a nation of effem-

inates or ililfttiinf! : nor do we wish, on the

other hand, to make the land a hospital for

worn-out, debilitated, dyspeptic, chlorotic,

an;emie. unsexed men and women. Shorter

hours of labor, better improved, on better

systems of the divisions of profits, may be,

to some degree at least, an antidote.

We sadly neglect the measures that are

adaptable to insure a correct sanitary con-

dition of our operatives during their labor.

Of this the proof is in every workshop,

sale-room, and oflice in the land. Every

occupation proves it, and the di>ea- s and

mortality registers make it indisputable.

What can be done to remedy this general
12*
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neglect, and what to meet, with special pre-

ventives, the specific dangers of definite

occupations ? There can be but two ways
in which either the general or the detailed

ills of this nature can be met. They are,

the diffusion of sound intelligence bearing

ihereon, and the enactment and enforce L

fficient repressing law. The dissemina-

tion of intelligence to a degree that shall

cause sex to be recognized in labor; a fit

of tilings in the apportionment of occupa-

tions, both as to strength and time; that

shall convince legislators of tin; nece.iiy of

laws, and their enforcement in these direc-

tions ; that shall demonstrate to the employer

the certainty that every draft he makes upon

tin- vital forces of by and by. must be paid

out of his children's pockets and their 1

vmJt a dissemination is at once the most

powerful and the slowest-growing of influ-

ences. Much of it, however, must

before the second influence legisla

lit ion can be established. So long

as men are prone to consult their own selfish



.

, so IOIILC as (In-
|.i<

reality tlian the I'll t HIT in the eyes of mm :

the MMI; //, in partial recognition, of

principles which, however vital they may
he. are found to lie at variance with men's

interests, or to deal largely with the future,

will not l>e suflicient to command the respect

they intrinsically demand. It becomes ne-

cessary that the minds that do recognize

what other minds would recognize but for

their blinds of self-interest and distance,

must lirin^ into operative force the princi-

ples that should prevail; and this can be

only through, the medium of law. *

* Says Dr. Jarvis, ''Can ^overument aid in improving

human life'.' Is there room here in the field of human
lifi- for u'overnmental co-operation, as well as in the agri-

cultural fu-ld of vegetable and animal life? It is power-

ful there: it is not powerless, and need not be ineffective,

here. The power of government is threefold, and is exe-

cuted in a triple way. It is mandatory, and says, Thou

shall, and thoti shalt not. It is permissive, and grants

privileges. it i- . instructive, and eiic<>uraur iu;_;.

the people their host interests, and points the

Mini; them." Folit. Econ. of Health, Op. cit. p.
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It is hence essential, that sueh enactm

should 1)0 made and prosecuted as shall

establish the condition of things that should

be ; and it is to such well-considered and

ient enactments that we must look

the prevention of much that now affects

most unfavorably the condition of working-

people, and especially women and children.

Provision for the due inspection of, and in-

quiry into, the real conditions of lal><

naturally indicated as the initial -urn

of such law, and in this Commonwealth is

especially necessary.

What is needed is the existence of inspec-

tors of labor concomitants, with laws suffi-

ciently regulative of those conditions, and

power in the inspectors acting under tl.

laws to maintain them as they should

But inasmuch as the inspector, without law

to establish what is evil and what goo

useless, though with it most potent, the

becomes the chief ai^eiit in the work of re-

form ; and it is to the wise creation and the

subsequent execution of these laws tha;

must look for an imj nt.
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I >r. Jams,*

" In as far as human lit'- than

all financial im .-1, even in tin 1 iinancial

the creative power of Imman force is ;;a!>l<>

ital, tlii- cardinal inti-n-st of the

), individually ami collectively, should take pre-

QCe -f all otlicr provisions in all legislation.

Or privil.'-e fniiM Hi'- legislature

sh Mild have this invariable condition : that human

h, or (oinfort should in no manner or

degree be impaired or vitiated therdy.

To frame laws to meet the di-mamls of the

principles I have recognized, under all tln-ir

varying conditions, is not a task for this

-, or one to be readily accomplished ; but

wi- may fairly consider, in brief, some of the

i: is .xjiccially (lesiral)le should reeei\e

the aj.|reeialion of tlie jtultlic in n'eneral,

and the employer in particular, and, it is to

lie hoped, will eventually lind their recogni-

tion in law. It is believed,

That the employment at lal or of any girl

*
Op. cit. i> :'.7l.
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under fifteen years of age should not be al-

lowed.*

That the employment of girls of other n

and women generally at employments

unsuited to their sex should not !. sui't'

(such employments being determined by a

council of salubrity, in France, composed !'

those most eminently fit for their high com-

mission).!

That, in such employments as women

should be admitted to, they should be per-

mitted a "
periodical absence," without pe-

cuniary loss, for such time as might be just

and necessary.

That in employments where woim -n should

be admitted, and which require lii^h

grees of mental concentration, with ]>h\
-

energy, additional vacations of sufli*

tent should be the right of the employee.

* Prof. Clarke has summed it up tersely when he says,

"If c bor, Hth.-r mental nr phy>i--:il, N iim

upon children. m;ilr or female, their development will in

I." OIL rit. p. 41.

t See appendix.



That, in all employments, it should lie ob-

upon the employer to conduct the

processes of the occupation under tin- mo-a

ad\ anta^vous conditions to health, and to

secure all impn\ rim-nts in this regard that

may become approved.

That in all larger manufactories (of

liu numbers oi' employee's) there >liould

be special sanitary supervision at the CX-

e of the proprietors.

That there >lmuld be a well-estal)lisliel

:ii nation and certification of all empl..

male and female, proposing to en^a-v in any

deleterious or burdensome employ, only

tho-e being certiiied who are found in the

ession of health not to be unduly im-

paired thereby, and only such to be em-

ployed as are certified.

To the clause which provides, that in all

employments it should be obligatory upon
the employer tit conduet the processes of the

occupation under the most advantage" ms

Conditions to health, etc., I desire to di.

attention. To improve is the possibility of
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the present; to re-establish may be the

work of centuries. We may and should,

then-fun-, prosecute the improvement

once and assiduously. Dr. Clarke 1.

gested, that " the keen eye and rapid hand of

gain, of what Jouffroy calls self-interest

well understood, is sometimes quicker, than

the brain and will of philanthropy to discern

and inaugurate reform." He says,

" Thereu aa establishment in Boston, owned ami

carried on by a man, in \vhieh ten or a dozen girls

are constantly employed.' Each of them is i:

and is required to take, a vacation of three days

every fourth week. It is scarcely necessary to say,

that their sanitary condition is exception;

and that the aggregate yearly amount of work which

the owner obtains is greater than when ;

attendance and labor was required."

Unfortunately for woman and the r;

i'e\v such cases of wise regard exist with

employers; but it is precisely this eondi

of things that ought to exist, and become

not the exception, but ihr unvarying custom.

If the same eon>idenition fur employees \.
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xhiliti'<l as that shown by the

Hlackstoiie Mill at lilackstone, which has

provided bath-room ^

iperstiyes, or the

Hamilton Mills at Lowell, which have put

in operation a new form of shuttle, l>y

which th dangen incident to the old way
the thread through in lillin;^

the shuttle are removed, the employers,

woman, and the race, would be greatly the

gain

Improved apparatus and less injurious

processes, ventilation, the instant removal of

dost from dust-producing machin util-

ization of steam (now injuriously wasted in

weave-rooms ") in heating water for baths,

proper kinds, conditions, andseclusion of priv-

ies, warm dressing-rooms for girls at mills,

. where wet clothing, may be chan

alternation of labors when processes are

>peeuilly exacting, seats for girls in stores,

and better opportunities for food, such as

are to be obtained through
"
cooking-de-

pots,"
"
Holly-tree inns," etc., all are

-ies, which, with many others that

13
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might yet be enumerated, will powerfully

act for the amelioration of the condition of

the working female of whale- \
,
but

have especial powers of good for the forming

girl.

The walls of the factories at Wakefield

and other places, blackened by the foul va-

pors escaping from their privies, attest tin 1

character of the atmosphere the opera \

breathe. The foul condition and exp

location of these privies have been already

shown. Wet floors, draughty rooms, and

severe toil, so widely the rule in manufactur-

ing establishments, have forced upon many a

working girl an overthrow of ln-r SJM -ial

forces, that ended in clouded intellect, brok-

en health, and early death.

It behooves the state, therefore, to >t;md,

first, as the legal protector of its m<t

weighty interests, its perpetuity and
j

ress ; and, second, as the patron and pro-

moter of whatever will aid ilu-n-in. It

been deemed wise to stimulate, fmin tim

time, special thought and inventive geni.
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aid of agricultural* or commercial U

l>\ tin- promise of Large pe irdat

What more le-imate, or more desirable, than

that tin- commonwealth should use every spur

to bring to the lives and health of its inhabit-

ants every device by which they may be

additionally secured or promoted? If it be

advisable to offer large rewards to him who

shall discover the prevention of rot ill the

potato (an article of food of comparatively

small value, physiologically considered), and

to bestow a prize of due proportion for " the

* "It is shown liy the statistical tables of Continental

Europe, that tin- annual human increase depends upon
-rru-iilt.uiMl product of it; and so well is this estab-

i. that, in countries when; tin; army is made up

liy the conscription of a certain proportion of the popula-

tion, it has been found, that not only tin; number to be

had can, with a fair chance of accuracy, be estimated

fro MI the state of the market eighteen to twenty years

previously, l.ut rvcii the average standard height of the

men furnished." Kiir.ri': 7V \. /////< Question, p. !).

If this bo so, is it not a rational thing, that powers fully

as depletory and'devitali/ing a> scarcity of food, vi/., the

iniini I gainst the healtli of woman, should have

an equally untoward effect against the vigor and num-

bers of a nation?
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best essay on the building of roads," how

much more so for the creation of agencies

that shall lessen the dangers of dust in facto-

ries, of injury from machinery, of fatiguing

labor at the sewing-machine, the telegraph-

instrument, and the type-case, and free from

their baleful force the foul vapors of our

noxious trades ! In nothing can the state

more surely seek its riches; for he who

thinks must accept the precept of Emerson,

that " the first wealth is health."

That the worker herself may, by the ex-

ercise of recognized precautions, by personal

attention to, or avoidance of, conditions

unfavorable to health, and the cultivation of

personal habits that aid the promotion th

of, do much to lessen the evil influences of

labor, there can be no doubt.

So far as she sympathizes in, and gives

aid to, the effort that a comparatively few of

her sex have for some years persistently

urged with a zeal worthy of a better cause,

for the competitive relation as between her

and man in industry, she countenances an
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error, li i> ;tn WTOI whose one certain effect

is, to keep her in an abnormal condition,

beneaf/i her rights ami int>l>-r her opportu-

nities. Tin- thoughtful OIKS of her sex

recognize this. Says Dr. Fiancee Emily

White,*

* When we look around upon the pn-at ind,:

of life, mining, cn^iiii-.-rin.^, manufacturing, com-

merce, and the rest, and consider ho\v littlf direct

agency woman has had in bringing them to their

present stage of progress, we are compelled to believe,

that she must not look toward direct competition with

inan for the best unfolding of her powers; but rath<>r,

while continuing to supplement him, as he does her,

iu ih' varied interests of their common life, that her

future progress, as in the past, will consist mainly in

the development of a higher character of womanhood,

through the selection and consequent intension of

those traits peculiar to her own sex."

Says Van de Warker,f
" This effort of woman to invade all the higher

forms of labor is a force battling with the established

rder of sexual relation."

* FRANCES E. WIIITE, M.D. : Woman's Place in Nature,

Popular Science MontJily, January, 1875, p. 301.

f Op. cit. p. 470.

13*
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Dr. Allen has said,*

" In all the situations and pursuits of life, the

Almighty has established bounds or limitations beyond

which woman cannot go without defeating the primary

objects of her creation : maternity is the primary law

of her creation."

Says Dr. Maudsley,f

"When we thus look the matter honestly in tho

face, it would seem plain, that women are marked out

by nature for very different offices in life from those

of men, and that the healthy performance of

special functions renders it improbable she will suc-

ceed, and unwise for her to persevere, in running over

the same course at the same pace with him. For

such a race she is certainly weighted unfairly. Nor is

it a sufficient reply to this argument, to allege, as is

sometimes done, that there are many women who

have not the opportunity of getting married, or who

do not aspire to bear children
;
for whether they care

to be mothers, or not, they cannot dispense with those

physiological functions of their nature that have

reference to that aim, however much they might wish

it; and they cannot disregard them in the labor of life

without injury to their health."

* Nathan Allen, M.D., op. (it. p. 41.

t Sex in Mind and Education, p. -'JO.
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The weight of evidence that may be pre-

sumed to be worthy of eonlidriice and con-

signation would see-in to leave no doubt

that the normal, the God-appointed work of

woman, wherein lie her full equality, her

age, her glory, and her power, is that of

tlu home and the mother, the rearer, the

trainer, the blessing of man.

To the " noble army of martyrs," the tens

of thousands of working-women, of all ages,

in America to-day, who patiently and hope-

fully toil on year by year, under the abnormal

burdens a disjointed and unreflective society

imposes, I pay the tribute of my earnest

sympathy, my admiration, and my humble

effort. I am assured, that, out of the laby-

rinth of perplexity that has entangled the

question of woman's rights, there will sooner

or later be evolved this certainty : that the

highest moral and physical well-being of a

race demands that there shall be nothing

in its conditions of life and labor that shall

injure the richness and purity of the chief

source whence its existence and its best

influences come.
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When a senator of one of the most rugged

States of our cold north-east was asked the

most valuable product of his section, he

replied with unction,
"
Men, sir, men !

"

Cornelia's jewels are still the wealth of a

woman and a state. The significance of

Penelope's virtue is yet vital. For her right

to rise from the ills that assail her sex in

industry, her right to retain, through present

enforced toil, her titles to future dignity and

happiness, I make this plea for the working-

girl.

For woman's best is unbegun, her advent yet to

come.
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APPENDIX,

I.

THE following are the views of the celebrated

M. Parent Duchalet of Paris as to the require-

ment of such a Council of Salubrity as I have re-

ferred to.

11 It is generally thought in the world, that the medi-

cal knowledge acquired in the schools is all that is

necessary to become a useful member of the council.

The greater part of medical men themselves share this

opinion ; and, on the strength of some precepts they

have collected from books on health and professions,

they think themselves sufficiently instructed to decide

on the instant the gravest questions, which can only

lvel l.y sin-rial studies.

u A man may have exhausted medical literature
;
he

may be an excellent practitioner at the sick-bed, a

learned physician, a clever and eloquent professor; but

all these acquirements, taken in themselves, are nearly

ss in a 'Conseil de Salubrite' like that of

1'aris
; and, if an occasion presents itself to make use

155
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of them, a very small number of persons suffice to

apply them. To be really useful in the council, it is

necessary to have an extended knowledge of natural

philosophy, of the constitution of the soil on which

the state or city stands, and of the geology of neigh-

boring regions; it is necessary, above all, to know

with exactness the action which trades may have on

the health of those who exercise them, and the much

more important action of manufactories of every spe-

cies on plants, on men congregated in towns, and on

animals. This knowledge, so important, of the action

of trades and manufactories, is not to be acquired by

ordinary study, or in the silence of the cabinet,

not to be obtained without positive notions on the

arts, and on the greater part of the processes peculiar

to each trade. It requires habit, and the f r

of the places of work. In this particular, more even

than in medicine, books are not a substitute for prac-

tice
; and, if there exist works on this subject, they

are more likely to mislead than enlighten.

"From what has been said, the necessity will be

evident, to introduce into the council those physicians

AN h<> have made health, and particularly tin; public

health, a special study ;
and to join with them chem-

and, above all, manufacturing chemists : because

what would many of those persons, whose life has

passed in hospitals and the exclusive stii'

medicine, be before , ngiiiu? It ia clear that
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!iose adroit and skil-

ful manufacturers who would have an interest in con-

Qg the tru:

II.

Since putting these sheets to press I have re-

ceived the following from a lady operator with

whom I IKK! In-ld conversation as to the special

effects of telegraphy :

BOSTON, Feb. 28, 1875.

VR SIR, Pardon my delay, but I was obliged

it some time to hear from the friend I men-

tioned. I i'nid lu-r vifws are similar to my own, and

havi- nothing new to offer.

I made inquiries of the ladies employed in my
room, as you requested; and all, with one exception,

r-'tl ihf business had no damaging effect upon

the m-nstnial function: in that respect they have ex-

no change since they entered the business.

Take it as a whole, I believe telegraphy exerts no

unfavorable influence in that direction, although it

would seem to be a natural result on account of the

nervousness inseparable from the business. Those I

have consulted say every other function will be af-

fected except the menstrual.

It is certainly true, that the business impairs tin 4

a of operators who work steadily, and they
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begin to run down in a year or so. Constipation is

one great evil, and a general weariness. There is a

constant strain upon the nerves and 1>:

required in other business; and yet our v

many advantages over other branch* -r so

much is bad, but preferable to sta/,

morning to night.

With a little rest now and then, or, at leu.

vacation once a year, I think the ladies v.

along very well. Of course every one would prefer to

rest at certain times; but, if women must work, I

know but telegraphy is as healthy as any o;

ness.

Respectfully Yours,

It is to be said, in comment on the above, that

in the office in question there is no op<-i

under twenty, and that a careful inquiry has

established the fact, that though this is the case,

besides the disturbances spoken of above, two at

least are sufferers from dysmenorrhea, and

from occasional inenorrhagia which always im-

proves on taking a vacation.
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